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ABSTRACT

The thesis combines the focus area and challenges of vehicular ad hoc network

(VANET), and studies the MAC layer performance optimization and pseudonym

management, so as to achieve the reliable, secure and privacy preserving trans-

mission in the VANET. The main contributions of the thesis can be summarized

as follows.

We propose a MAC layer attack resistant pseudonym (MARP) scheme to deal

with a new MAC layer context-linking attack, guarantee the location privacy

and fulfill the transmission requirements in the VANET. We present a three-

layer software defined architecture for the Internet of Vehicles. Facilitated by

the architecture, a MAC layer aware pseudonym (MAP) scheme is proposed to

coordinate both the channel accessing and pseudonym change for the vehicles

by the local RSU cloud. Security analysis and simulation results show that the

MAP scheme can substantially outperform the compared existing methods in

terms of the pseudonym distribution efficiency, location privacy and the relia-

bility of safety message transmission. Lastly, a fully uncoordinated approach to

change pseudonyms is proposed for distributed networks, where each node uses

a pseudonym until its expiration and then changes after a random delay with no

interaction with other nodes in the network. We use both theoretical analysis and

simulation results to prove that, the k-anonymity can be achieved at a negligible

throughput loss in the case of large networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The main application scenario of the work presented in the thesis is the vehicular ad

hoc nework (VANET). This chapter introduces the basic concept and the standardization

progress of VANET, and the contribution and framework of the thesis.

1.1 Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs)

To smooth the transportation system and reduce vehicle accidents, the Intelligent Trans-

portation System (ITS) has been actively promoted in recent years. Vehicular Ad hoc

network (VANET) has been designed to play a cornerstone role in the development of ITS.

By enabling the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-roadside unit (V2R), and vehicle-to-

cloud (V2C), i.e., vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications [1–3], the VANET can

improve traffic safety, efficiency and traveling comfort by supporting traffic safety, trans-

portation efficiency, Internet services and other related applications. As the premise of

realizing various services, how to guarantee the transmission quality of different types of

messages is one of the key challenges in the VANET.

VANETs have some unique network characteristics compared to the traditional mobile

ad hoc networks (MANETs). First, vehicle nodes have high mobility, resulting in dramatic

1
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changes in the network topology [4–6]. Second, the density of vehicles varies greatly in

different spatial and time scenarios, resulting in the variation of the traffic load in the

network, and high requirements for the scalability of the network. The nodes usually

transmit the safety messages in the shared wireless channel in a broadcast manner, which

brings hidden terminal and transmission collision problem [7]. The medium access control

(MAC) layer is designed to meet the key requirements of data transmission quality of

services (QoS), while the characteristics of the VANETs have brought great challenges

and improvement potential in the design and optimization of the MAC layer protocols.

At present, the design of efficient MAC layer protocol for vehicle networking has become

a focused research topic.

The security and privacy protection of the data transmission in the VANETs is closely

related to the personal safety and property of the drivers, and even the security of the

society. The openness and high mobility of the vehicular environment makes the network

vulnerable to the attacks and security threats [8–10]. For example, a malicious node or

criminal group can send forged messages to the vehicles or traffic management infrastruc-

tures, which may subsequently cause the traffic safety or congestion problem. In addition,

the vehicles need to periodically broadcast “beacons” or basic safety messages (BSMs)

including their locations, speed and acceleration/deceleration every 100-300ms to the

surrounding vehicles and RSUs, in order to create cooperative neighborhood awareness

and facilitate the safety applications. Unfortunately, this would also provide information

for the adversaries to track the vehicles and hence compromise their location privacy.

Therefore, it is of practical significance to protect location privacy in the VANETs. Only

under the premise of security and privacy protection for the communication entities, the

development and deployment of VANETs can be recognized and accepted by the public.
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1.2 Standardization of the VANETs

Motivated by the importance of vehicular communications, in 1999, the United States

Federal Communication Commission (FCC) has allocated 75 MHz radio spectrum in the

5.9 GHz band for the dedicated short range communications (DSRC) to be exclusively

used for the V2X communication. The DSRC spectrum is divided into seven 10 MHz

channels, which include one control channel for the transmission of safety and control

messages, and six service channels for safety and non-safety related applications. The

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) also has allocated 30 MHz in

the 5.9 GHz band for the ITS applications.

Since 2004, in the United States, the DSRC standardization work has been carried

out by the IEEE 802.11p and 1609 working groups. In the IEEE 802.11p, the specific

physical layer operation, node transmission process and channel accessing mechanism are

specified. The IEEE 1609 series protocols mainly focus on the upper layer operation.

The IEEE 802.11p and 1609.x together form the wireless access in vehicular environment

(WAVE) stack, as shown in Fig. 1.1. IEEE 1609.0 [11] describes the overall architecture

of the WAVE protocol stack. IEEE 1609.1 [12] defines the format and data storage format

of the control messages in the WAVE system, specifies the control flow of resource man-

agement, and defines standard interfaces for application registration and management.

IEEE 1609.2 [13] defines the certificate management system for the security-related ser-

vices and related operations including signature, encryption, and authentication. IEEE

1609.3 [14] specifies the network layer and transport layer of the communication proto-

col. IEEE 1609.4 [15] works on the upper layer of the IEEE 802.11p, which specifies

the multi-channel operation for the MAC layer. The IEEE working group completed the

basic standardization work of DSRC in 2010 and made a series of supplementary expla-

nations in the following years. The DSRC/WAVE has become one of the most widely

used standard for vehicular communication.
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Figure 1.1: DSRC/WAVE protocol stack

In 2014, the ITS standardization group of ETSI, TC ITS, published the Collaborative

Intelligent Transportation System (C-ITS) [16, 17]. The communication architecture of

C-ITS is described in [18]. The underlying communication standard ITS-G5 [19] adopts

the same protocol as IEEE 802.11p. In the network and transport layer, GeoNetworking

[20, 21] defines the single-hop and multi-hop communication to deliver messages within

a specific geographic area. For data security and privacy protection, C-ITS defines the

similar public key infrastructure (PKI) system to the IEEE 1609.2 [22, 23]. The European

Commission recognizes that C-ITS has the potential to improve road traffic safety and

efficiency, and has been developing a number of projects to improve traffic safety by using

the vehicular communication technologies for more than a decade. In addition to the

development of the DSRC standard, with the advancement of device-to-device (D2D) and

5G communication technologies, the LTE-V has been vigorously promoted and developed

in recent years to support the vehicular communication. In 2016, the 3GPP launched the

completion of the first edition for the LTE-V2X communication standardization [24].
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1.3 Thesis Objectives and Outline

Motivated by the urgent requirement of the reliable, low-latency and privacy preserving

transmission in VANETs, this thesis has the following objectives:

1. To introduce a distributed pseudonym scheme that works consistently with the

proposed hybrid MAC layer protocol, which can provide a reliable one hop broadcast

service for the safety messages, and preserve the location privacy for the vehicles in

VANETs.

2. To present a software defined network (SDN) based resource coordination scheme,

which exploits the local RSU cloud to coordinate the vehicles to broadcast the safety

messages in a contention-free manner, and change their pseudonyms dynamically to

improve their location privacy in VANETs.

3. To develop a decentralized pseudonym change approach for the distributed networks,

such as the VANETs, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and Internet of Things

(IoTs). The approach enables the nodes in the network to change pseudonyms in

an uncoordinated manner. We prove that the identity privacy can be guaranteed

with negligible throughput loss when the number of nodes is large in the network.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the related work

under consideration. Chapter 3 introduces the MAC layer attack resistant pseudonym

scheme, called MARP, and proposes an analytical model to quantify the location privacy

achieved in the scheme. Chapter 4 firstly presents a three-layer software defined archi-

tecture for the Internet of Vehicles (SDIV). Facilitated by the SDIV architecture, a MAP

scheme is proposed for the reliable and privacy preserving transmission. The RSU clouds

coordinate the transmission slot reservation for the vehicles, according to the utilization

status of the slots, and make the pseudonym change decision for the vehicles by deter-
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mining whether the vehicles can achieve privacy gains through changing pseudonyms.

Security analysis and simulation results show that the MAP scheme can substantially

outperform the compared existing methods in terms of the pseudonym distribution ef-

ficiency, location privacy and the reliability of safety message transmission. Chapter 5

first explains the motivation for the design of the fully uncoordinated pseudonym change

approach, and then develops an analytical model to evaluate the privacy performance and

the throughput loss incurred by pseudonym change in the distributed networks. Corrob-

orated by simulations, the accuracy of the analytical model improves, as the number of

nodes increases. The simulation results also show that the uncoordinated approach can

substantially outperform the compared existing methods in terms of privacy preserva-

tion, and incur negligible throughput loss in the case of large networks. Finally, Chapter

6 concludes the thesis and suggests some further research topics.



Chapter 2

Transmission Requirements and Key

Technologies in VANETs

VANETs can improve traffic safety, efficiency and traveling comfort by supporting traffic

safety, transportation efficiency, Internet services and other related applications. Traffic

safety related applications are considered to be the most important in the vehicular net-

works. They have different transmission characteristics and requirements to the traffic

flow in the conventional wireless networks, and they are also the most typical applica-

tions to represent the value of the vehicular networks. The safety related messages have

stringent high requirements of the QoS, and location privacy preservation for the trans-

mission. This chapter is intended to analyze the transmission requirements, especially

for the safety related messages, the key technologies and the design challenges to realize

these requirements in the VANETs.

The content of this chapter is organized as follows. First, the transmission require-

ments in the VANETs are outlined in section 2.1, and the related technologies to meet

these requirements are described in section 2.2 and 2.3. The challenge of the existing

work to meet the transmission requirements for the VANETs is discussed in section 2.4,

7
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draws forth the motivation of our work that will be presented in the subsequent chapters.

2.1 Performance, Reliability and Security Issues in

VANETs

In VANETs, the transmission requirements of the non-safety related messages are similar

to that in the traditional mobile network, this section mainly considers the transmis-

sion requirements of the safety related messages. The transmission requirements for the

non-safety messages and the management messages related to the security and privacy

preserving are introduced briefly.

The typical service-oriented traffic flow, such as the text, voice, video and other cate-

gories generally have a large volume of data to transmit, and they have less requirement

in the real-time transmission, or the transmission delay can be reduced by the caching

approach. Their transmission has a higher tolerance to the packet loss and error rate.

The transmission method is usually point-to-point, and the packets are encrypted to en-

sure the data integrity and confidentiality. However, the transmission characteristics and

requirements between the non-safety and safety messages vary considerably in the vehic-

ular networks. The main transmission requirements and features of the safety messages

mainly include the following aspects.

1. One-to-many transmission method: the safety messages in the VANETs are gen-

erally broadcasted by each vehicles to all the surrounding vehicles for cooperative aware-

ness. It defines that each vehicle needs to generate the BSMs or cooperative aware message

(CAMs) at a frequency of up to 10Hz, and broadcast them to the nearby nodes within the

lifetime of the messages. The emergency safety messages are generated by event-driven,

and required to broadcast via multi-hop propagation to notify all the nodes within a

specific geographic area.
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2. Low-latency requirement: the safety messages are generated frequently and have a

very short lifetime. In order to ensure the usefulness of the safety messages in the highly

changing vehicular networks, the safety message has a very stringent requirement in the

real-time transmission. Generally, each message needs to be transmitted before the new

safety message delivered to the buffer in the MAC layer, otherwise, it would be discarded.

For the periodic safety messages, the delay requirement is generally within 100ms.

3. Highly reliable transmission: to ensure the availability of the safety applications, the

transmission of the safety messages is expected to be highly reliable. For the emergency

safety messages, the packet delivery rate is usually required to be above 99%.

4. High priority requirement: the significant importance of the safety applications

leads to the high priority of the safety messages. The safety messages are typically deliv-

ered in the CCH, and has the highest priority to contend to transmit within the queues

of each vehicle.

The above four requirements are mainly related to the QoS aspect of data transmission.

The MAC layer controls the channel accessing procedure of the vehicles to transmit, thus,

the design of the MAC protocol plays a crucial role in supporting the reliable and real-time

transmission of the safety messages in VANETs.

5, Data security and privacy preservation: the openness and broadcast nature of the

VANETs brings security and privacy threats to the safety message transmission. Thus,

the transmission is expected to fulfill the security and privacy requirements. There has

been a consensus that the requirements mainly consist of the following aspects [8, 25–27]

in VANETs.

• Confidentiality: the messages with confidentiality requirement are expected to be

protected from being accessed by the unauthorized third parties.

• Authentication and identification: the mutual authentication must be included be-
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tween the communication entities, including vehicles, RSUs and the central au-

thorities, to verify the identities and legality of the transmitting nodes, and avoid

multiple attacks, such as forgery attacks, replay attacks and Sybil attacks.

• Transmission integrity: the identity of the transmitting node must be verified, and

the message should be signed, so as to ensure the authenticity and integrity of the

messages.

• Location privacy: to protect the real identity of the drivers, and location privacy of

the nodes, it is expected to use the pseudonyms for the nodes in VANETs. In order

to ensure the location privacy, the new and old pseudonyms of the nodes cannot

be associated with each other, and the real identity of the nodes and their location

information cannot be correlated by the eavesdropper.

• Non-repudiation and accountability [28]: the authentication of an entity must be

unique in the whole network, and the nodes cannot deny their responsibilities in the

communication process.

• Conditional anonymity: since the vehicle node usually corresponds to its driver,

whose identity should be resolved to the law authorities in case of the law enforce-

ment. Therefore, conditional anonymity is usually expected for VANETs.

2.2 MAC protocols in VANETs

Each safety message should be successfully delivered to the surrounding vehicles and

RSUs in real-time and with high reliability, which is one of the main functions of a MAC

protocol in VANETs. There have been various MAC protocols proposed for VANETs.

In this section, we presents a brief review of the MAC protocols and the multi-channel

operation for the VANETs.
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2.2.1 The Categories of the MAC Protocols in VANETs

As shown in Fig. 2.1, the MAC protocols in VANETs can be classified into the contention-

based, contention-free and the hybrid schemes, according to the accessing mode of the

vehicles. The classification of the MAC protocols in VANETs also considers the adaptive

multi-channel switching [15, 29–34], the support of multi-priority transmission [33, 35–37],

and the radio resource allocation approach [38–41].

MAC Protocols

Contention 
based

Contention 
free

Hybrid

CSMA

FDMA

TDMA

SDMA

Distributed

Centralized

Distributed

Centralized

IEEE 802.11p

AD-HOC, VeMAC, CFR MAC,
VeSOMAC, PTMAC

CAH-MAC, TC-MAC, CBMAC

SOFT-MAC, CS-TDMA, HER 
MAC, MARP

CBMMAC, CBMCS, R-MAC, 
MAP

Figure 2.1: The categories of the MAC protocols in VANETs

• Contention based protocols: generally the CSMA approach is applied for the ve-

hicles contending to access the channel in a distributed manner, such as the most

applied IEEE 802.11p protocol. There have been some work to prove that the pro-

tocol cannot guarantee the QoS requirements of the safety messages. In order to

improve the scalability of IEEE 802.11p, some work has made adaptive adjustment

of the parameters, including physical layer carrier sensing threshold, contention win-

dow [42, 43] and the transmission power [43] in the VANETs. However, when the

traffic density becomes high, the transmission collision problem becomes inevitable,

thereby degrading the transmission performance.

• Contention-free protocols: various contention-free protocols have been proposed for
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VANETs, based either on TDMA [39, 44–48], frequency division multiple access

(FDMA) [49–51] or space division multiple access (SDMA) [52, 53]. These proto-

cols allow each vehicle to access a channel in a specific time slot, frequency block,

or geographically-divided radio resource. By allowing the vehicles to use disjoint

resources, the transmission collisions and hidden terminal problem can be allevi-

ated. The SDMA-based schemes was proposed by some researchers in the early

years during the development of VANETs. The SDMA based scheme defines which

time slots a vehicle is allowed to access based on its current location [46]. Thus,

the main drawback of the SDMA approaches is the lack of flexibility and scalabil-

ity to deal with the rapid change vehicle densities and speeds. FDMA-based MAC

protocol works in the similar way to the SDMA approach, by assigning the fre-

quency block the vehicles, so as to deal with transmission interference and noise.

The TDMA-based protocols have been promising to provide bounded transmission

and alleviated transmission collisions by allocating different transmission slots to

the adjacent nodes for VANETs. The periodical frame structure in the MAC layer

is adaptive to the periodic transmission of the safety messages.

• Hybrid protocols: the hybrid protocols combine multiple accessing methods to-

gether for the nodes to access the channel in VANETs. The work [54] provided a

comprehensive review of the hybrid MAC mechanism in VANETs. Abdalla et al.

proposed a MAC protocol combining CSMA, SDMA, OFDMA and TDMA in [49].

The scheme divides the street into different cells and allocates different subcarriers

for each cell. The vehicle nodes reserve the corresponding subcarriers and transmis-

sion slots according to its real-time location, so as to avoid transmission interference

between adjacent vehicles. In [29], we proposed a coordinated access multi-channel

protocol combining TDMA and CSMA, called CS-TDMA. CS-TDMA effectively

combines the flexibility of CSMA with the advantages of TDMA to avoid collisions
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and provide bounded transmission delays. In this thesis, the MARP scheme pro-

posed in Chapter 3 combines CSMA and distributed TDMA for the transmission of

various types of messages in VANETs, and the MAP scheme proposed in Chapter 4

applies the centralized TDMA approach for the transmission in the control channel,

and the coordinated CSMA for the transmission in the service channel.

2.2.2 Multi-channel Operation

IEEE 1609.4 [15] defines the multi-channel operation in VANETs. Each nodes needs to

synchronize the time using the GPS signal or the control messages from the RSUs. The

time is divided into synchronized intervals (SIs) with constant duration, which usually is

100ms. Each SI consists of a control channel interval (CCHI) and service channel interval

(SCHI). During the CCHI, the vehicle needs to transmit and receive in the CCH, and then

selectively switches to the SCH during the SCHI. A 4ms guard interval is also introduced

at the start of each channel interval, so as to avoid inter-symbol interference (ISI). The

CCH is reserved for the safety and control messages, while the SCH is used for the safety

and non-safety applications.

IEEE 1609.4 defines four different channel switching modes for VANETs, as shown

in Fig. 2.2. In the continuous access mode, the vehicle nodes will continuously tuning

to the control channel, so that the control messages and most important safety messages

can be exchanged as much as possible, at the expense of other services in the SCH. The

alternating service channel access is also the default switching mode of IEEE 1609.4, with

the duty cycle being the same between the CCHI and SCHI, i.e., the vehicle switches

the channel every 50ms. In the immediate SCH access mode, the vehicle communication

device can immediately switch to the SCH for data transmission when the control channel

is idle, and then it switches to the CCH at the beginning of the next SI. The extended SCH

access mode allows each vehicle to continuously transmit in the SCH without switching
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to the control channel at each SI. In this mode, the vehicle obtains more stable data

transmission and throughput with sacrificing the safety message transmission in the CCH.

CCH Continuous access

CCH Alternating service 
channel access

SCH

Immediate SCH 
access

Extended SCH 
access

CCH

SCH

CCH

SCH
time

SI

Guard interval (GI)

Figure 2.2: Multi-channel switching modes under IEEE 1609.4

2.3 Pseudonym Scheme

Pseudonym schemes have been generally applied, to ensure data security and privacy

preservation in VANETs. The pseudonym schemes and pseudonym changing strategies

have been comprehensively reviewed in [55, 56] for the VANETs. As shown in Fig. 2.3,

the lifecycle of a pseudonym mainly includes pseudonym issuance, use, change, resolution

and revocation [55].

2.3.1 Pseudonym Issuance

Before each vehicle participates in the secure and privacy preserving communication,

some security related parameters need to be configured for the vehicle and related en-

tities. Each vehicle typically uses the electronic license plate (ELP) obtained from the

vehicle registration authority as its real identity, and a long-time certificate that allows
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Figure 2.3: The pseudonym lifecycle in VANETs

unambiguously resolution of a vehicle. The pseudonym issuance is usually carried out

by the third trusted parities (TTPs) for the nodes in the VANETs. The self-issuance

method is also proposed [57, 58] to let the vehicles issue pseudonyms by themselves. The

self-issuance approach can reduce the pseudonym management overhead, however, it is

difficult to realize the pseudonym resolution and revocation. In this thesis, the proposed

schemes are based on the PKI approach to let the TTPs to coordinate the pseudonym

issuance in the VANETs.

When a pseudonym is issued, it is usually given an expiration date or validation

duration for the use, so that the number of pseudonyms that each vehicle can access

at the same time can be limited. By this way, the Sybil attack can be avoided. The

pseudonym distribution is usually managed by multiple entities, including the central

authority (CA), pseudonym certificate authority (PCA) and the RSUs. By splitting the

responsibilities for pseudonym management between multiple entities, the inner-attack

that may compromise the privacy of vehicles can be avoided.
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2.3.2 Pseudonym Use

Once the vehicle has obtained a pseudonym, it can participate in the V2X communica-

tions. In order to ensure that the vehicle’s pseudonym and related certificates cannot be

accessed by other entities or malicious nodes, the relevant security parameters are gener-

ally stored in the vehicle’s hardware security module (HSM) or the on-board unit’s tamper

proof device (TPD). The use of pseudonyms is generally associated with the signing of

the transmitted messages, and the verification of the received messages. Typically, the

signature is generated by the asymmetric signature algorithm such as the Elliptic Curve

Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) [59], or the message authentication code [60]. By

using the pseudonyms, the source authentication and message integrity can be achieved.

2.3.3 Pseudonym Change

Each pseudonym has a minimum lifetime to ensure the stable transmission and keep a

moderate cost for the pseudonym management. Meanwhile, the short-lived pseudonyms

have to change frequently so as to break the temporal and spatial link-ability of the

vehicles. The ETSI standard [61] recommends that pseudonyms should be changed every 5

minutes, while the SAE J2735 [62] suggests the value to be 120s or 1 km. Simply changing

the pseudonym alone or in sparse scenarios with only few neighbors is still not sufficient to

confuse an adversary. The pseudonym change should be carried out by multiple vehicles

simultaneously to confuse the adversary. At the same time, the change of the pseudonym

must include all communication layer identifiers, such as IP or MAC addresses, so as

to ensure the consistency and validity of the pseudonym change. The most promising

schemes in the related literature expect a set of vehicles in the same geographical area,

usually called mix-zones, to perform pseudonym changing simultaneously. There have

been various strategies proposed for the vehicles to construct mix-zones and changes
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pseudonyms together. Based on the decision making approaches, the pseudonym change

strategies can be categorized as follows.

• Specific geographic location based pseudonym change: Freudiger et al. first pro-

posed mix-zone [63] based pseudonym change scheme. Before the vehicles change

the pseudonyms in the mix-zone, a session key is obtained from the RSU to en-

crypt all the information they send during the mixed area, making the pseudonym

changing process unobservable. Ref. [58] recommended using the social area such as

intersections and parking lots as mix-zones. Similar work can be found in [64–66],

which optimized the selection of the mix-zone to improve the location privacy of the

vehicle nodes.

• Silent period based pseudonym change: when the vehicles decide to change their

pseudonyms, a silent period is used to protect them from being continuously tracked.

The work [58] proposed that the vehicle enters a silent period and changes the

pseudonym when encounters the traffic lights at low speed. Similarly, the authors

of [67] proposed a pseudonym change policy in an urban environment where vehicle

nodes enter a silent period to change or exchange pseudonyms only when the traffic

lights at the intersection turn red. The authors also propose to preserve the location

privacy of the nodes by allowing them to transmit obfuscating location and speed

information. To make the pseudonym changing process unobservable, the related

literature also proposes a scheme for dynamically adjusting the length of the silent

period according to the distance between the vehicles. When the distance between

the vehicles is smaller, the silent period should be shorter, thereby ensuring the

traffic safety in the VANETs.

• Context based pseudonym change: vehicles dynamically change pseudonyms based

on certain contexts, such as the geographic location information, vehicle density,
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traffic condition, driving state, the cooperation of nearby vehicles, and other spatial-

time information. Ref. [68] proposed a traffic-aware pseudonym changing strategy,

called TAPCS, for VANETs. In TAPCS, vehicles continuously sense the driving

conditions, and change their pseudonyms when encounters traffic jams. However,

the scheme requires a large amount of communication overhead to judge the traffic

congestion, the start and end of the traffic jam. At the same time, the occurrence of

a traffic jam is random, resulting in low pseudonym utilization or the long use time

of the same pseudonym. In [69], the authors proposed a scheme for the vehicles to

change their pseudonyms by observing the context of the nearby vehicles. When

at lease one neighboring vehicle is within the silent period, the node changes its

pseudonym after a random silent period.

• Cooperation based pseudonym change: in [70], the author proposes a strategy for

the vehicles to perform pseudonym changing based on the cooperation status of the

surrounding vehicles. Freudiger et al. pointed out that the pseudonym resource

could be a kind of precious resource in the VANETs, so that the vehicles some-

times would be unwilling to cooperate with the surrounding nodes to change the

pseudonym. Then they presented a pseudonym change strategy based on the non-

cooperative game between the vehicles. In [71], each node is encouraged to change

pseudonym by managing their reputation value in cooperating. When the vehicle

assists other vehicles in changing pseudonyms, it can increase its reputation value.

2.3.4 Pseudonym Resolution and Revocation

The previous steps involve all participants while the resolution and revocation of pseudonyms

are optional, and only relevant to nodes that are misbehaving in the network. The law

authority may obtain the pseudonym of an illegal node through behavior monitoring and
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detection. It sends a pseudonym request to the relevant trusted party, in order to obtain

the real identity of the pseudonym holder. After the law authority verifies the node iden-

tity information, if the pseudonym scheme supports traceability, the law authority can

perform pseudonym revocation or identity revocation. Although the pseudonym resolu-

tion can be carried out directly within one authority parity by searching the database, it

could bring potential threats of the internal attacks in the network [72–75]. Schaub [73],

Fischer [72], Bißmeyer [75] and other researchers have proposed to separate the respon-

sibilities of the management entities in the role of pseudonym issuance, distribution,

resolution, and revocation. The certificate revocation list (CRL) is usually transmitted

to notify the relevant entities the revocation information of the misbehaving nodes in the

VANETs.

2.3.5 Privacy Metrics

Privacy-preserving evaluation metrics are significant for the evaluation and measurement

of location privacy in VANETs. In [76], the authors summarized the definition of the

most popular privacy metrics in the VANETs. The anonymity set size [58, 66, 77], en-

tropy [66, 78], adversary tracking probability [76, 79] and the time-to-confusion of the

adversary [80] are commonly used to evaluate the performance of pseudonym schemes for

the VANETs. Among them, the most commonly used location privacy metric, anonymity

set size, measures the number of vehicles in the same geographical area that change

pseudonyms at the same time. In [81], the authors developed an analytical model to

evaluate the anonymity set size of the random pseudonym change strategy. Privacy en-

tropy [82] is defined based on the Shannon’s classical information theory, and used to

measure the linking probability distribution of the vehicle’ pseudonyms in an anonymity

set. Privacy entropy is sometimes used as the privacy level [83] or the tracking uncertainty

level [84] of the adversary.
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Pseudonym age can be used to decide whether and when to change the pseudonym. To

evaluate the age of pseudonyms, Freudiger et al. developed a framework upon the vehicle

cooperation probability, traffic mobility, pseudonym cost and the aging rate [83]. As the

quality of privacy or the degree of privacy risk strongly depends on the maximum duration

adversaries can track a vehicle, time-to-confusion is thereby proposed [80]. It measures

the duration an adversary could correctly follow the trace of a targeted vehicle until it

could not determine the next sample of the vehicle with sufficient certainty. Intuitively,

the time-to-confusion is limited by the pseudonym age when the mix-zones bring enough

confusion to the adversary. However, it is not always the case since more intelligent attacks

have surfaced. Wernke et al. [85] pointed out that an adversary could jeopardize the

unlinkability of pseudonyms using the context linking attacks. Emara et al. [86] described

a method to track vehicles based on beacon messages in VANETs. In [87], Bloessl et al.

presented a scrambler attack on location privacy based on the physical characteristics of

the vehicles. In [88], the authors evaluated the effectiveness and the efficiency of different

pseudonym change strategies and observed that the pseudonym changing interval of about

45s were sufficient in the specific urban scenario, and no pseudonym strategies provided

satisfactory privacy protection in the highway scenario.

2.3.6 Communication Overhead and Cross-layer Effects

Most of the existing pseudonym schemes ignored the difficulty of implementing the pseudonym

schemes, and the impact of the generation, management, change and revocation of pseudonyms

on the transmission performance in VANETs. In MixGroup [66], group signature is

used to encrypt the negotiation messages during the pseudonym exchange process for the

nodes. However, each time a pseudonym is exchanged, the vehicle needs to transmit the

encrypted messages for four rounds, causing substantial communication overhead, and

significant degradation of other messages’ transmission. In TAPCS [68], the silent period
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is adopted to change the pseudonyms during a traffic jam. It also requires heavy commu-

nication expenses in the discovery of the traffic jam, interaction for the initiation and the

termination of the silent period.

Changing pseudonyms can also affect the transmission performance [89]. However, ex-

isting analyses have been based on centralized pseudonym changes, or focused on the effect

to the application layer performance with little consideration on the QoS or throughput

in the networks. K. Emara [90] studied the effect of pseudonym changes on the safety

applications, such as forward collision warning and lane change warning in vehicular net-

works. In [91], the pseudonym management cost was analyzed in terms of communication

delay. In [92], the impact of pseudonym change and silent period was evaluated on an

intersection collision avoidance (ICA) system for driving assistance.

2.4 Challenges to Realize Reliable, Secure and Pri-

vacy Preserving Transmission

Efficient MAC protocol plays a key role in meeting the reliability and real-time trans-

mission in the VANETs. There are still several key challenges need to be solved in the

existing work [93, 94].

• It is difficult to achieve the flexibility and effectiveness of the MAC schemes in the

VANETs with high mobility. The contention based scheme is flexible in channel

accessing, however, it suffers from serious collision problem. The contention free

scheme often stipulates the number of time slots in each frame, thus it lacks of

adaptability and scalablity for the network with highly changing traffic densities.

In the early stage of the deployment of VANETs, the MAC protocol must support

the nodes to access the channel in a fairly distributed approach, due to the lack of

infrastructures. At the same time, the distributed channel accessing must ensure
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that communication overhead does not consume too much bandwidth and provides

bounded transmission delay for the messages.

• The hidden terminal issue needs to be avoided in the MAC protocol. The problem

arises not only in the CSMA based protocols, but also in the TDMA protocols,

caused by the high mobility of the vehicles. The nodes that use the same time slot

may be far away from each other at one moment, and become hidden terminals and

incur merge collisions after driving for a short interval.

• The MAC protocol needs to support different QoS requirement for various applica-

tions. It needs to provide high-reliability and low-latency transmission services for

the safety messages, while ensuring the throughput of other services. In general,

the safety messages have the higher priority to access the channel, however, the

pseudonym changing may interfere with the vehicles’ transmission.

• Multi-channel operation needs to be defined by the MAC protocol. In general,

safety messages and control messages that require high QoS need to be transmitted

in the CCH. Non-safety messages that require a large throughput are transmitted

in the SCH. Generally, static channel switching cannot meet the requirements of

data transmission in the dynamic vehicular environment. For example, in a blocked

section, a 50ms control channel interval may be not enough for all the nodes to

complete their transmission fo the safety messages. Whereas in the case of sparse

traffic density, the control channel resource may be wasted. Therefore, the adap-

tive channel switching is expected to be supported so as to improve the channel

utilization.

The pseudonym scheme plays a key role in the privacy protection of nodes in VANETs.

At present, there have been some effective pseudonym schemes proposed. By monitoring

the environments and the privacy quality of vehicles, the pseudonym change is dynamically
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performed. However, existing schemes still have the following challenges to solve, which

are mainly relevant to the interaction between the pseudonym scheme and the MAC layer

performance.

• Pseudonym scheme needs to achieve non-linkability. In order to keep the vehicles’

pseudonym from linking by the adversary, pseudonym change needs to be synchro-

nized at all the communication layers. However, it is a threat that may cause in-

formation confusion during the the routing process [89]. Therefore, the pseudonym

change strategy needs to take both the location privacy and the performance of

transmission into consideration, and the performance evaluation and measurement

should not limit to the privacy related metrics.

• Pseudonym schemes need to consider the impact on other types of data transmission.

The age of the pseudonym directly affects the privacy quality of the node. Generally,

the highly frequent for the nodes to change pseudonyms, the higher privacy quality

can be achieved. However, the frequently pseudonym changing cause the vehicles

to consume more pseudonyms. It not only increases the amount of data for the

CRL distribution, and also increase the communication expense for the pseudonym

distribution and pseudonym change negotiation. Therefore, the management of

pseudonyms must consider the communication overhead and their impact on the

safety message transmission.

• Pseudonym schemes must be coordinated with the design of the MAC layer protocol.

The existing work designs the pseudonym schemes and MAC protocols separately.

The MAC protocol often ignores the support for the transmission of the pseudonym

management related messages, while some pseudonym schemes cannot be adapted to

the specific MAC protocols or ignore the impact on the safety message transmission.

It is feasible for the adversary of eavesdropper to observe the activity of the nodes
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from all the layers in the open vehicular environment. Thus, semantic information

to link the pseudonyms such as the MAC layer transmission pattern of the vehicles,

is easy to acquire by the adversary. The design of the pseudonym scheme must deal

with the linking attacks from different layers that may taken by the adversary.

The QoS and quality of privacy for the data transmission requires efficient MAC pro-

tocol and pseudonym scheme to allocate the channel resources and pseudonym resources

consistently. The pseudonym change process should be efficient, and it cannot occupy too

much channel resources. The pseudonym change should be carried out in all the layers,

and deal with the context linking attacks that could be carried out by observing the MAC

layer activities. At the same time, when designing the MAC protocol, it is necessary to

consider the transmission of the pseudonym management related messages, so as to ensure

that the pseudonym scheme can work smoothly. Based on the above analysis, the thesis

takes the joint design of the MAC layer and pseudonym schemes as the main research

work. The thesis will attempt to solve the above research challenges in the following

chapters.



Chapter 3

A Distributed MAC Layer Attack

Resistant Pseudonym Scheme

3.1 Introduction

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are expected to enhance the transportation safety

and efficiency, as well as provide infotainment services. Based on the Dedicated Short

Range Communication (DSRC), vehicles can periodically broadcast the BSMs including

their locations, speed and acceleration/deceleration every 100-300ms to the surrounding

vehicles and roadside units (RSUs). BSMs play a vital role in creating cooperative neigh-

borhood awareness and facilitating the safety applications. However, due to the broadcast

nature of the VANETs, V2V and V2R communications are vulnerable to the long-term

and large scale tracking from adversaries. Thus, the identities and locations that reveal

and link vehicles or drivers must be protected to achieve the location privacy.

Recently, many security and privacy-preserving schemes and protocols have been de-

veloped. For example, standardization bodies such as IEEE 1609.2 [13] and ETSI [61],

have proposed the public key infrastructure (PKI) based cryptography to protect vehicu-

25
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lar communications. To ensure the communication authenticity, integrity, identity privacy

and non-repudiation, pseudonyms certificates are used with the corresponding short-lived

private keys to sign the messages. Furthermore, the pseudonyms need to change frequently

and suitably [55], so that the messages originating from the same vehicle are unlinkable,

so as to protect the location privacy.

However, a new MAC layer linking attack can still be launched to compromise the

unlinkability in the pseudonym schemes. The dilemma between location privacy and

transmission efficiency arises in the VANETs. This is because previous work considers

the design of pseudonym scheme for location privacy, and the MAC layer protocols for

transmission efficiency separately. Adversaries could utilize the MAC layer activity time as

the “fingerprint” of vehicles to infer their identities regardless of the changing pseudonyms.

The design of the pseudonym schemes also lacks of consideration on the influence of

pseudonym changing on the transmission performance.

Various MAC layer protocols have been proposed for VANETs. The DSRC has em-

ployed IEEE 802.11p [95] for the MAC layer operation, in which BSMs broadcasting is

based on CSMA/CA. However, prior studies [96, 97] have shown that the CSMA based

MAC protocol is only adaptable to low-to-moderate channel loads. Meanwhile, a context-

linking attack is possible to launch using the transmission cyclicality of the BSMs from

the CSMA based MAC operation. Many researchers prefer to Time Division Multiple Ac-

cess (TDMA) based mechanisms for VANETs, such as VeMAC [46] and CFR MAC [98],

etc. In TDMA, time is divided into synchronized frames that consist of a number of time

slots. Each vehicle reserves one or more time slots to transmit BSMs periodically and

keeps silent during other slots that have been reserved by its neighbors. Unfortunately,

the more coordination of a MAC protocol, the more likely to facilitate the context linking

attack. Adversaries could link the new pseudonym with the old ones by monitoring the

slot utilization information of a targeted vehicle.
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To illustrate the MAC layer context linking attack, an example is shown in Fig. 3.1.

The vehicles access the wireless medium to broadcast the BSMs periodically. At the first

CCHI of frame F1, the vehicles of Bob, Alice and Grey use the pseudonyms x1, y1 and z1

to broadcast BSMs at time slot t2, t4 and t6 (either the virtual time slots in CSMA or the

synchronized time slots in TDMA), respectively. They switch to use the new pseudonyms

x2, y2 and z2 at frame F2 simultaneously. Thus, they become indistinguishable in the

pseudonym changing at the upper layer, e.g., application layer. However, their driving

trajectories can be monitored continuously based on the BSMs transmitted at the specific

time instants from the MAC layer. The transmission cyclicality can be used to link the

new pseudonyms with the old ones, and even correlate with the driving route and sensitive

locations (home, working place, etc.) together to de-anonymize Alice, Bob and Grey.

x1 y1 z1
1        2        3         4         5         6       7 

x2 y2 z2
1        2        3         4         5        6        7 Slot

Pseudonym

Alice

Bob

GreyAlice

Bob

Grey
1F 2F

Figure 3.1: The MAC layer context-linking attack using vehicles’ transmission pattern

The pseudonym schemes should be designed collaboratively with the message trans-

mission as they influence each other. Lefèvre et al. [92] take the road intersection as the

traffic scenario to analyze the impact of the privacy strategies on intersection collision

avoidance (ICA) system. They draw a conclusion that the requirements of safety ap-

plications should be taken into account when designing pseudonym changing strategies.

Fonseca et al. [99] suggest that the pseudonyms must change consistently across multiple

layers, i.e., the IP and MAC address must be hidden or changed simultaneously with

the pseudonyms to avoid trivial linking from other identifiers. However, it still lacks a
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scheme to resolve the new MAC layer attack caused by the inconsistency between channel

accessing and pseudonym changing. The separated design of pseudonym schemes rarely

consider the communication overhead and impact on the MAC layer performance, and

some are even unsuitable to work under the coordinated based MAC schemes. The prob-

lem of guaranteeing location privacy while achieving transmission efficiency needs to be

addressed collaboratively for the VANETs. To overcome these challenges, this chapter

proposes a MAC layer Attack Resistant Pseudonym (MARP) scheme for the reliable and

privacy preserving transmission in the VANET. Specifically, the main contributions of the

chapter are listed as follows.

• A new MAC layer context linking attack is identified, which is facilitated by the

inconsistent operation of the pseudonym changing and periodical MAC layer activ-

ities. The attack behavior is analyzed under both CSMA and TDMA based MAC

schemes.

• The MARP scheme is proposed to guarantee the location privacy and fulfill the

BSM transmission requirements for vehicles in VANET. In MARP, vehicles change

their pseudonyms and time slot by cooperatively negotiating with their neighbors to

construct mix-zones based on the current pseudonym age. The cooperation only re-

quires one bit in each message. The MARP scheme divides the synchronized frames

(i.e., CCHI) to a dedicated transmission period and a flexible schedule period. The

dedicated transmission period consists of separated time slots used by vehicles to

broadcast BSMs. The vehicle nodes randomly shuffle their transmission slots when

changing pseudonyms, so as to keep unlinkable to the adversaries. The schedule pe-

riod is used for the communication between vehicles and RSUs or trusted authorities

(TAs), e.g., to request pseudonyms or receive the certificate revocation list (CRL)

from the TA. When a mix-zone is constructed, vehicles becomes indistinguishable

by releasing their transmission slots and old pseudonyms simultaneously. By this
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way, the unlinkability of the pseudonyms can be achieved to preserve the identity

and location privacy of the vehicles.

• An analytical model is proposed to quantify the performance of the MARP scheme

in terms of the pseudonym age, anonymity set size and time-to-confusion. Based

on the mean field theory, the analytical model presents a general solution for the

location privacy measurement regardless of the transmission pattern and vehicle

distribution when the vehicle number is large in the network. Extensive simulation

results corroborate the analytical model, and verify that MARP can resist the new

MAC layer context linking attack. The performance of the MARP scheme is also

compared with several existing schemes to show that the MARP scheme can pre-

serve location privacy with sustainable sacrifice on the transmission reliability. The

scheme fills the blank of the cross-layer design of pseudonym schemes.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents the prelimi-

naries of the paper and the MAC layer context linking attack on the location privacy in

VANETs. The MARP scheme is proposed in section 3.3. Subsequently, the analytical

model to evaluate the performance of the MARP scheme is developed in 3.4. The ana-

lytical results are presented and verified by the simulation results in section 3.5. Finally,

section 3.6 concludes the chapter.

3.2 Preliminaries

In this section, the assumptions made throughout the chapter is introduced. A list of

notations used in this chapter is shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Notation and Description in Chapter 3

Notations Description

Vi A representative vehicle

R The transmission range of a vehicle

Nts The number of time slots in a frame

Ui The tracking uncertainty of Vi by an adversary

Certi The certificate of Vi

PKi, SKi The master key pair of Vi

PIDij The jth pseudonym of Vi

Certij The pseudonym certificate of Vi corresponding to PIDij

|| The symbol of the concatenation operation

tsi The transmission slot reserved by Vi in the DT

si The slot status of tsi

τ The cooperation pseudonym age threshold

εp pseudonym age

f(z, t) PDF of pseudonym age equals to z at time t

F (z, t) CDF of pseudonym age at time t

M̄(z, t) The occupancy measure of the vehicles’ pseudonym age

of z at time t

tc The time-to-confusion of an adversary

p(c(t)) Probability of at least one neighbor cooperates at time t

c(t) Probability of any neighbor cooperates at time t

nc The average anonymity set size in a mix-zone

tsmin The minimum silent period

tsmax The maximum silent period

λ The average arrival rate of vehicles

ρ The average traffic density on the roads
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3.2.1 Network Model

The MARP scheme is designed based on the certificate management architecture SCMS

[74]. As shown in Fig. 3.2, the SCMS has defined the duties of multiple entities in the

overall architecture, which has been applied by the IEEE 1609.2 protocol. In SCMS, the

root/enrollment certificate authority (CA) is responsible to issue the enrollment certifi-

cates that act as passport for each vehicle to request further pseudonym certificates. For

any vehicle, before entering the network, the bootstrap and enrollment is required for the

OBUs to obtain the certificate of the CA, the enrollment certificate and the information

to locate the registration authorities. Before a new trip, each vehicle needs to request new

pseudonym certificates that would be active during the trip. The requests are validated,

processed and then forwarded by the registration authority to the pseudonym certificate

authority (PCA). The PCA is responsible to issue short term pseudonym certificates and

the request coordination entity is to ensure that a node does not request more than one

set of certificates during a given time period. More detailed description of the whole

framework can be referred to the paper [74]. In this work, the certificate management

related entities are collectively referred to as the TAs. The considered VANET system

mainly consists of three entities, the OBUs equipped in the vehicles, the RSUs along the

roads, and the TAs.

• Each vehicle is equipped with an OBU to broadcast the BSMs. The precise driving

information and time synchronization are achieved by the global positioning system

(GPS) in each vehicle. The transmission power level is assumed to be fixed and

known to each other. All the physical channels are symmetric and the communica-

tion range is denoted as R.

• RSUs are responsible for communicating as the gateways to deliver some certificate

materials such as the certificate revocation list (CRL) from the TA to OBUs and

collecting the traffic information from the vehicles within its coverage. Assume
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RSUs are not trusted and they access the channel and authenticate messages in the

similar approach as vehicles.

• The TAs are responsible for the device bootstrap, pseudonym certificate provision

and revocation of malicious entities. Before joining the system, each vehicle and

RSU need to register with the TAs. As general, we assume the TAs have the highest

security level and are infeasible to be compromised. The TAs may be curious to

compromise the location privacy of vehicles, therefore their duties are unlinkable for

the pseudonym provisioning.

Root CA

Intermediate CA

Enrollment CA
Pseudonym CA

Request 
Coordination

RSUDevice Config. 
Manager

OBU OBU Mobile 
device

Registration 
Authority

CRL broadcast

OBU

Linkage 
authority 1

Blacklist 
manager

Global 
Detection

CRL 
Generator

CRL 
Store 

Linkage 
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Note:
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Misbehavior Authority

Certification 
Services

Figure 3.2: The network architecture of the MARP scheme

3.2.2 Threat Model

In this chapter, the Global Passive Adversary (GPA) model [55] is considered, which

aims to track the vehicles by eavesdropping their packets, rather than compromising their

transmissions. The GPA can carry out the linking attack in attempt to de-anonymize the

vehicles by trying to establish the connections between the pseudonyms of each vehicle. In
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this paper, the linking and tracking techniques released by the adversary mainly include:

1) collect the safety messages and context information (e.g., MAC address, coordination

information or the pseudonyms contained in the messages) to increase the link-ability

of the target vehicle. 2) reconstruct the driving paths from the location samples of the

targeted vehicles. In this paper, we ignore the vision-based and the physical layer based

attacks, and only consider the radio communication based GPA.

3.2.3 The MAC Layer Context Linking Attack

Previous work considers the MAC layer operation and pseudonym schemes separately.

Unfortunately, their inconsistent operations facilitate the context-linking attack, by which

the GPA can easily track a specific vehicle by analyzing its transmission periodicity of

the messages. To formally describe the attack, we start by considering the tracking

uncertainty of an adversary in a mix-zone.

The adversary A observes a set of n vehicles change pseudonyms simultaneously in

a mix-zone at the time instant T . A compares the new set of pseudonyms with the old

pseudonyms, and based on the mobility and other context information to predict the most

probable linking. The adversary’s uncertainty on the linking of a representative vehicle

vi is denoted as Ui and computed as follows [82].

Ui(T ) = −
n∑
j=1

pj′ |ilog2(pj′ |i), (3.1)

where
n∑
j=1

pj′ |i = 1, and pj′ |i measures the probability that the new pseudonym PID
′
j

of vehicle vj is linked with the old pseudonym PIDi of vi. Ui is upper-bounded by

log2n, when there is no side information to distinguish vi from the other vehicles in the

anonymity set, i.e., pj′ |i = 1/n. However, the upper bound of Ui can be acquired only

in the case that the unlinkability is guaranteed for the vehicles from every layer, i.e., A

cannot infer the linkability of the pseudonyms from the side-information of the vehicles,
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e.g., the transmitted packets, the MAC layer context information and the identifiers.

Thus, the information unlinkability of vi can be represented as Ui(M) = 1−Pr{M(t1)↔

M(t2)}. Since A could link vi from any layer, the final linking uncertainty of A becomes

Ui = min{U(m), ∀m ∈ M}, where M denotes the information set of vi that A could

obtain, and m denotes each information category of M.

When vehicles exploit the CSMA based protocol for the MAC layer operation, we

assume that the BSM generation pattern of vehicles is periodical and independent from

each other. As shown in Fig. 3.3, BO1
i , BO

1
j , BO

2
i and BO2

j denotes the backoff duration

of Vi and Vj in frames F1 and F2 respectively. Then the probability that linking the

new pseudonym of Vi with its old pseudonym by the MAC layer attack is equal to the

probability that the messages transmitted by Vi do not mix with the other vehicles in the

same frame. In this way, the messages of Vi would be taken as broadcasted in a virtual

time slot that starts from the time instant Vi contends to access the channel. In this way,

the lower bounded probability is calculated as: pi′ |i = (1 − TF−TBOi
TF

)k−1, where TF is the

duration of the synchronized frame and TBO is the duration of the service time of the

message. Based on the assumptions and analysis of the DSRC based BSM transmission

in [97], when k = 2, the probability is approximately to be 1 and when k = 60 in one-hop

range, the data rate is 12Mbps, packet size is 400 bytes and the contention window is

32, the probability pi′ |i is still nearly 0.5616 conditioned on the message is successfully

transmitted, which is much larger than 1
60

. Consider an extreme case when k = 200, the

probability would be lower bounded by 0.0614, which is still larger than 1
200

. Therefore

the linking uncertainty is much reduced by the MAC layer context information.

To deal with the context linking attack under the CSMA based MAC schemes, we

propose that when vehicles generate the BSMs periodically in each frame, they distribute

the messages transmission attempts during the frames uniformly. By this means, the

transmission time of all the vehicles would be uniformly distributed in each frame, so that
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the linking uncertainty would be maximized to the adversaries. However, when exploiting

the uniform transmission strategy in the CSMA based protocol, the packet delivery ratio

is only about 60% when k = 60. Therefore, the transmission efficiency would be further

improved by adding some coordination functions, e.g., coordinated time slotted based

strategy, for the MAC layer protocol.

Figure 3.3: The transmission cyclicality of BSMs based on the CSMA in VANETs

When vehicles exploit the coordinated time slotted based protocols, the attack is still

possible to launch by collecting the slot utilization pattern. The adversaries can map

the slot index with the current pseudonym of each vehicle, denote as M = {(s1, P ID1)

. . . , (sk, P IDk)}, where si and PIDi are the slot index and pseudonym of vehicle i respec-

tively. If an adversary finds the pseudonym assigned for the transmissions in a specific

slot has been changed, the adversary takes it as the alternation of the pseudonym by the

current vehicle, rather than the entrance of a new vehicle. This is because when vehicle

changing pseudonym, the time slot is kept continuously in transmitting. While if there

is a new entered vehicle, the time slot could be idle for at least one broadcast period

for the vehicle to notify itself to its neighbors in TDMA. Meanwhile, the vehicles in the

same mix-zone need to apply different slots to avoid transmission collisions. Thus, the

new map becomes M
′

= {(s1, P ID
′
1), (s2, P ID

′
2), . . . , (sk, P ID

′

k)}. Obviously, if the slot

utilization and pseudonym changing operate inconsistently, the probability pi′ |i becomes 1

to link PIDi with PID
′
i via si. Therefore the tracking uncertainty of the targeted vehicle
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Vi in the mix-zone becomes 0 and the adversary can track the vehicle based on the BSMs

continuously.

The degree of location privacy not only depends on the location privacy achieved in

mix-zones, but also on the maximum tracking time. Generally, the time-to-confusion is

limited by the pseudonym age, if a targeted vehicle always changes the pseudonyms to-

gether with at least one neighbor in the mix-zone to confuse the adversary. However,

when the MAC context linking attack is carried out, the time-to-confusion is much in-

creased. Consider Vi reserves a time slot at the time t0 and utilizes PIDi,1 to transmit. It

changes the pseudonym at time t1 and keeps the occupancy of the slot until t2. Therefore,

εp = t1 − t0. However, when t2 is not in the same tracking step as t1 of the adversary,

the time-to-confusion is increased to tc = min {Ttrip, tU>0− t0}, where Ttrip is the time to

finish the trip and tU>0 is the time that the adversary becomes confused.

In other words, the location privacy of vehicles is achieved only if the following con-

ditions are satisfied. 1) Each vehicle changes the pseudonym with enough cooperative

vehicles in the mix-zones. 2) The MAC layer transmission pattern of each vehicle should

be changed with the pseudonym simultaneously to resist the MAC layer context linking

attack.

3.3 MAC Layer Attack Resistant Pseudonym (MARP)

Scheme

MARP is a cross-layer scheme which coordinates vehicles to adaptively change pseudonyms

and access the wireless channels in a distributed manner. It involves the time slots reser-

vation to broadcast BSMs, mix-zone construction, pseudonym changing with new slot

reservation. We assume that the system initialization, pseudonym provisioning, key gen-

eration, message signing, misbehavior report and revocation are operated according to the
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standardized approach [74]. We select a representative vehicle, denoted by Vi, to describe

the operation flow of each vehicle in the MARP scheme. Fig. 3.4 illustrates the operation

flow of each vehicle in the MARP scheme. To prevent the context-linking attack, when

the vehicles change their pseudonyms, they need to change the identifiers of each layer

simultaneously, including the MAC address and IP address. In the MARP scheme, the

Cryptographically Generated Address (CGA) protocol [100] is utilized to generate the

new IP address based on its pseudonym of each vehicle, and the new MAC address from

the new IP address accordingly.

Vehicle bootstrap and 
enrollment

Distributed time slot 
reservation

Starts a new trip

Broadcasts safety 
messages in the slot 

periodically 

Reserves a slot 
successfully

Releases the current slot 
and enters a silent period 

The pseudonym age   the 
cooperation age threshold

Requests pseudonyms 

Encounters 
collisions

At least one neighbor 
cooperates

Figure 3.4: The operation diagram of every vehicle in MARP

3.3.1 Distributed Time Slotted Access

The proposed scheme is based on a slotted frame structure, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5.

We design that every vehicle can occupy a dedicated slot in the distributed transmission

(DT) period to broadcast its identity (including the pseudonym and certificate), safety

information and the signature, and a list of its perceived status of all slots, which is referred

to as the frame information (FI). Specifically, the kth time slot in the DT is denoted as tsk

and its status information is denoted as sk, which consists of two bits: “00” indicates the

slot is perceived to be unoccupied; “01” indicates that the slot is occupied by a vehicle

within the one-hop transmission coverage of the sensing vehicle (including the sensing
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vehicle itself); “10” indicates that the corresponding slot is occupied by a vehicle outside

the one-hop transmission coverage of the designated vehicle but within that of a one-

hop neighbor of the sensing vehicle, i.e., a hidden node to the sensing vehicle; and “11”

indicates a transmission collision, i.e., multiple concurrent transmissions are received at

the vehicle. Moreover, a contiguous number of slots towards the end of a frame can be

released from being occupied by specific vehicles, and can be combined for contention-

based access, e.g., by exploiting DIFS.

In addition to the periodical broadcast of safety messages, vehicles dynamically trans-

mit the encrypted pseudonym requests to the roadside TAs based on their locations and

the residual trip duration. Vehicles may also need to receive the CRL and report misbe-

havior by communicating with the roadside TAs. To separate the transmission of these

occasional messages to the periodical safety messages, a contention based flexible schedule

(FS) period has been defined for the vehicles to transmit the event-driven messages. By

this way, the pseudonym request timing information does not harm the user privacy and

the occasional transmission does not harm the safety messages transmission.

FIHeader Certificate Payload

TS1 TS2 TS3 TS4 . . .

Signature

FS

Frame

DT

56 bytes53 bytes126 bytes50 bytes19 bytes

Figure 3.5: The frame structure in the MARP scheme

When Vi starts to acquire a new slot or shuffle the old slots, it initiates a random access

procedure to reserve a dedicated slot that has not been occupied by all its two-hop range

neighbors, and hence the hidden terminal issue is prevented. To achieve this, vehicle Vi
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needs to carry out a procedure to update the FI by listening to the channel for a complete

transmission period to receive the messages from its one-hop neighbors, extract their FI,

and identify unoccupied slots within the transmission range of its one-hop neighbors and

their one-hop neighbors (which can contain the hidden nodes to Vi). After updated the un-

occupied slot set, vehicle Vi randomly selects an available time slot indexed tsi and trans-

mits its own messages as illustrated in the bottom of Fig. 4. The format of the message

generated by the tagged vehicle Vi is msg = (Header||FI||CertPIDij ||M ||Signkij(M)),

where M is the safety payload, Certij is the pseudonymous certificate of vehicle Vi corre-

sponding to the jth pseudonym and the signature Signkij(M) is the signature of message

M generated using the private key kij based on the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature

Algorithm (ECDSA).

The vehicle Vi can be notified if the slot is successfully reserved by listening to the

channel for the next Nts− 1 transmission slots. Specifically, if all the one-hop neighbours

of Vi have updated that status of tsi is “01”, the reservation of the slot dedicated to Vi

is successful. There is a possibility that there is at least another vehicle, for example,

Vj (j 6= i), attempts to access the same slot as Vi. As a consequence, a transmission

collision occurs. The vehicles Vi and Vj can be either within the one-hop transmission

range of each other, or hidden nodes towards each other. In the case that they are within

the one-hop transmission range of each other, the collision can be clearly indicated in

the slot occupancy information as “11”(collide) from the following transmissions of other

vehicles. In the case that Vi and Vj are hidden nodes to each other, some of their one-hop

neighbors may update the slot occupancy to indicate that the slot is successfully reserved

(by either of these two vehicles), while others indicate a collision in the slot. In both

of the cases, the “collide” indicator of the slot can be perceived. The reservation of the

slot is unsuccessful for both vehicles. The vehicles restart their reservation process again,

and repeat until they successfully reserve the slots. At the end of each time slot, each
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vehicle should update its neighbor set and the status of the time slots, and broadcast the

updated FI in its own messages. The pseudo-code of the time slot reservation is described

by Algorithm 1 in Appendix A.1.

It is also possible that the more than one vehicles, that used the same slot, previously

beyond the two-hop coverage of each other, move towards each other and become hidden

nodes, and cause transmission collisions (referred to as “merging collision”) at the slot. By

monitoring the lists of slot occupancy from surrounding vehicles, the vehicles of interest

could be aware of the collisions, release the occupancy of the slot, and start the reservation

process again, as described above. Each vehicle utilizes the slot in each frame to broadcast

the safety messages periodically and release the time slot until it changes pseudonym

or detects a merging collision. The pseudo-code for the time slot shuffle procedure is

illustrated by Algorithm 2 in Appendix A.1.

As discussed, the distributed slotted access is able to eliminate the hidden issue, and

embrace the mobility of vehicles. Moreover, it is able to guarantee collision-free delivery of

critical safety information in a timely fashion, which is of practical value to many mission

critical applications and scenarios, such as columns of military vehicles in war zones.

3.3.2 Mix-zone Construction

Both the reserved slots and pseudonyms of the vehicles need to be changed regularly.

This is because they can be correlated and associated with particular vehicles, and the

use of them for an extensive period of time would provide adversaries opportunities to

identify each individual vehicle and track its trajectory. It is particularly important to

change the slots and pseudonyms of multiple vehicles together to confuse an adversary.

For this reason, we assume that every pseudonym preloaded at a vehicle is assigned with

a predefined lifetime for the effective use of the pseudonym.

The MARP scheme employs an fully distributed strategy for that each vehicle makes
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the pseudonym changing decision independently. Each vehicle listens to the BSMs broad-

casted by its neighbors and determines whether to construct the mix-zone based on its

own pseudonym age and the cooperation condition of its neighbors. Before each trans-

mission, each vehicle checks whether its pseudonym age has reached the cooperation age

threshold, i.e. εp ≥ τ , and the number of the cooperative vehicles. The vehicles can

set different cooperation age thresholds, so as to achieve their preferred location privacy

levels. If it is, Vi enters a semi-silent period by transmitting the BSMs with null location

information and sets the cooperation indicator ChangeReq continuously until it meets at

least k cooperative vehicle. The vehicles can set different k requirement, to achieve their

preferred anonymity set size in the mix-zone. By setting the cooperation indicator in the

messages, a consensus is implicitly made between the cooperative vehicles to construct

the mix-zone. After the mix-zone is constructed, the cooperative vehicles randomly select

a silent period from [tsmin, tsmax] to keep silent. During the silent period, there would be

more vehicles driving into the mix-zone to mix together. As a consequence, the anonymity

set size and the available slot set size are both increased. After the silent period expires,

the vehicle performs the slot reservation process using a new pseudonym. Algorithm 3

in Appendix A.1 describes the mix-zone construction procedure for each vehicle in the

MAPR scheme.

3.3.3 Dynamical operation of the MARP scheme

At the end of the section, the adaption of the MARP scheme to extreme traffic scenarios

and different safety, security and privacy preferences is discussed. Firstly, the RSUs can

cooperate with the vehicles to adjust the duration of the transmission period and the

schedule period, so as to adjust the frequency of the broadcast of the safety messages and

the security related messages, i.e., new pseudonyms, CRLs and misbehavior reports.

Secondly, even without the RSUs, vehicles can detect the traffic density accurately by
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updating the status of the transmission slots. When the traffic is congested, decentralized

congestion control schemes are easily to apply, e.g., vehicles can decrease the transmission

frequency by taking turns with their neighbors in the same time slots to broadcast. On the

other side, when the vehicles detect the traffic density is too sparse, vehicles can choose a

longer silent period when construct the mix-zone to gather the cooperative neighbors so

as to protect the location privacy with moderate sacrifice on the traffic safety, or a lower

anonymity set size in the mix-zone.

In other words, the propose scheme is adaptable to different traffic scenarios and

support different levels of location privacy and transmission requirements. While in this

paper, we consider the free-flow traffic scenarios and the cooperation age threshold of all

vehicles is assumed to be the same.

3.4 Analytical Evaluation

3.4.1 Performance Metrics

In this section, we analytically evaluate the location privacy quality that the vehicles

could obtain by the MAPR scheme. The metrics include the pseudonym age, average

anonymity set size and time-to-confusion. In addition to the three privacy metrics, the

packet overhead and the frame duration are also taken into consideration to evaluate the

transmission efficiency of the vehicles in the MARP scheme.

• The pseudonym age εp is defined as the interval during which a pseudonym is used.

• The average anonymity set size when vehicles change pseudonyms indistinguishably

in the mix-zone is derived, which depends on the probability that at least two

vehicles cooperate to construct a mix-zone, denoted by p(c) .

• The time-to-confusion , denoted by tc, is defined as the successive duration that an

adversary can distinguish and trace a target vehicle. It depends on the pseudonym
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age, the anonymity set size, the silent duration before changing the pseudonym and

the safety message transmission rate of vehicles in the mix-zone.

3.4.2 The Age Fluid Model

A novel analytical model, named by the age fluid model, is proposed to describe the

evolution of the pseudonym age of the vehicles in the network. By the Kurtz’ theorem

[101], we note that, as the number of vehicles becomes large, even though their individual

pseudonym age is time-varying, the pseudonym age distribution in the whole network is

asymptotically deterministic.

Define the pseudonym age set of the system at time t is ~εp(t) = (εpi(t)
N
i=1), whereas

εpi(t) characterizes the most recent pseudonym age of vehicle vi, N is the total number

of vehicles within the same geographical area. The pseudonym age for a vehicle vi is

calculated as εpi(t) = t − tl, where t is the current time, and tl is the time of the last

pseudonym change. The dynamics of age is characterized by the aging and jump process.

When at least k vehicles decide to construct the mix-zone together, they change the

pseudonyms and the age jumps to 0. The rate of the jump process depends on the

number of vehicles within the transmission range, and the cooperation probability of

the vehicles. Otherwise, the pseudonym age of a vehicle experience the aging process,

in which it increases in a rate of the BSM broadcasting. The pseudonym aging in the

drift process depends on the transmission interval of the BSMs transmission. Therefore,

the higher transmission frequency, the larger aging rate, to characterize the effect of the

transmission frequency to the location privacy. The rate of the jump process depends on

the number of vehicles, and the cooperation probability of the vehicles. If vi decides to

change its pseudonym at time t, it needs to wait for the cooperative neighbors. Denote

the cooperative neighbor set of vi as Ci. The pseudonym changing cost of vi is denoted

by γ(vi), which is defined as the sum of the semi-silent period to hear from at least one
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cooperative neighbor and the silent period before changing the pseudonym. The cost is

expressed in the aging rate which models the gap between the jump process and a new

round aging process of the pseudonyms of each vehicle. Thus, it can be used to evaluate

the effect of pseudonym change on the BSM transmission. The new pseudonym starts its

lifetime from t+ γ.εpi(t+ γ) = 0, tl = t, when |Ci| > 0

εpi(t) = εpi(t
−), when |Ci| = 0

(3.2)

As the pseudonym age distribution of each vehicle is tight and homomorphic. In other

words, the elements in ~εp(t) are labelless. Thus, the pseudonym changing process of all

vehicles in the network is a density-dependent Markov process. Thus, the pseudonym

evolving process of all the nodes in the network can be characterized by the evolving

process of the pseudonym age distribution in the network. Define the occupancy measure

of vehicles in the network with the pseudonym age of z by MN(z, t) = 1
N

N∑
i=1

δεi(z,t), which

also is the density of vehicles with the pseudonym age of z in the network, i.e. f(z, t).

Therefore, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) over M̄(z, t) is:

F (z, t) = M̄N(t)([0 : z]) =

∫ z

0

M̄(εp, t)dεp. (3.3)

F (z, t) denotes the proportion of N with pseudonym age less than or equal to z. Based on

the mean field limits, when N is large enough and the mobility of the vehicles is indepen-

dent from each other, the evolving-stationary model indicates that the collection of the

occupancy measure of the pseudonym aging of vehicles M̄(z, t) converges in distribution

of deterministic process {m̄(t)|t ≥ 0}. Therefore, the evolving flow of the pseudonyms

can reach a stationary rate, i.e. ∂F (z,t)
∂t

= 0, t→∞. Then we work out the distribution of

{m̄(t)} by characterizing the dynamical changes of the occupancy measure for the age of

pseudonyms less than or equal to z(z > 0) in the network in a small interval ∂t.

A fraction of pseudonyms experience the aging process and their age grows older in

the interval ∂t. However, only the fraction of vehicles’ pseudonyms within (z−∂t, z] grow
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older and become older than z, and need to be removed from F (z, t). While the others

do not need to be subtracted, as they are not in F (z, t) before the interval ∂t. Therefore,

the rate of change of F (z, t) caused by the aging process is calculated as:

lim
∂t→0

|F (z − ∂t, t)− F (z, t)|
∂t

=
∂F (z, t)

∂z
= M̄N(z, t) (3.4)

Meanwhile, the rest vehicles’ pseudonyms experience the jump process, in which the

vehicles meet with each other and decide to change the pseudonyms in the mix-zone.

If the vehicle’s old pseudonym age at time t is less than z, then after the pseudonym

changing within ∂t, the pseudonym age is reset to 0, which is still less than z. Therefore,

it causes no change of the F (z, t). If the vehicle’s old pseudonym age at time t is equal to

or large than z, and it decides to change the pseudonym age within ∂t, therefore z ≥ τ .

Then after the pseudonym changing within ∂t, the pseudonym age is reset to 0, which

causes an increase of F (z, t). Consider the time cost by the semi-silent period to gather

the cooperative neighbours is upper bounded by γs, the changing rate of F (z, t) caused

by the jump process is calculated as:∫ ∞
z

p(c(t))f(εp, t)dεp =

∫ τ+γs

τ

p(c(t))f(εp, t)dεp, (3.5)

where p(c(t)) is the probability that at least one of the encountered vehicles chooses to

cooperate. It can be calculated as the combination of the probability of having n vehicles

in the surrounding area, and the probability that at least one of them cooperates:

p(c(t)) = 1−
∑
n≥0

pn(1− c(t))n, (3.6)

where pn is the probability of having n neighbors within the one-hop set of a vehicle vi,

c(t) is the cooperation probability of a neighbor. Assume the network is homogeneous

that all the vehicles apply the same age threshold, therefore the cooperation probability

at any time t is calculated as

c(t) =

∫ ∞
0

c(z)f(z, t)dz =

∫ τ+γs

τ

f(z, t)dz, (3.7)
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where

c(z) =

 0, z < τ

1, z ≥ τ .
(3.8)

Thus, for the evolving stationary system, unique solution of the differential equation ∂F
∂t

here is 
− ∂F (z, t)

∂z
+

∫ ∞
τ

p(c)f(εp, t)dεp = 0,

F (∞, t) = 1,∀t ≥ 0,

(3.9)

Based on (3.7), (3.8) and ∂F
∂z

(z, t) = f(z, t), (3.9)can be transformed to
∂f
∂z

+ p(c) · f(z) · c(z) = 0∫∞
0
f(z)dz = 1

(3.10)

When z < τ , (3.10) becomes ∂f
∂z

= 0. Thus, f(z) = f(0). When z ≥ τ , (3.10) becomes

∂f
∂z

+ p(c)f(z) = 0. Thus, f(z) = f(0)e−p(c)(z−τ). The final solution of (3.10) is given by

f(z) =


1

τ+ 1
p(c)

, 0 ≤ z < τ

e−p(c)(z−τ)

τ+ 1
p(c)

, z ≥ τ
(3.11)

Based on the cooperation function of c(z) and f(z, t), c(t) is calculated as: c(t) = 1
1+τp(c)

.

Thus, when the cooperation probability p(c) is calculated, the final result of f(z, t), and

the average anonymity set size of a mix-zone can be achieved.

3.4.3 Derivation of the Cooperation Probability

To calculate p(c), the probability pn needs to be determined. Consider the traffic is

under a balanced steady flow condition that the average arrival rate is λ that follows the

Poisson distribution. The transmission range R of each vehicle is assumed to be much

larger than the width of the roads. According to [102], the speed per vehicle is identically
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and independently distributed yielding a truncated normal distribution. The probability

density function (pdf) is given by

g(s) =
ξ

σ
√

2π
e
−( s−s̄

σ
√

2
)
, (3.12)

where s̄, smin, smax and σ are the average, minimum, maximum and the standard deviation

of vehicle speeds respectively. Based on the well established traffic flow theory that, over

a specific road segment, the average traffic density is given by

ρ = λs̄−1. (3.13)

Given vehicles distributes according to the spatial Poisson process as: Pr(N = n) =

(2Rρ)n

n!
e−2Rρ, with the expected number λ2R = 2Rρ. The probability of vi having n neigh-

bors is equal to the probability that the total number of vehicles within the specific area

is N = n+ 1. Thus the probability mass function (pmf) of |N(vi)| is given by

Pr(|Cvi| = n) = Pr(N = n+ 1) =
λ
(n)
2Re

−λ2R

(n)!
, n = 1, 2, ... (3.14)

Subsequently, (3.6) is calculate as

p(c) = 1−
∞∑
n=0

λn2R
(n)!

e−λ2R(1− c(t))n−1

= 1− 1

1− c(t)

{∑∞
n=1

λn2R
n!
e−λ2R(1− c(t))n

}
= 1− 1

1− c(t)

{
e−λ2R·c(t) − e−λ2R

} (3.15)

By replacing c(t) = 1
1+τp(c)

by p(c) in equation (3.15), we obtain

p(c) = 1− 1 + τp(c)

τp(c)
{e−λ2R

1
1+τp(c) − e−λ2R}. (3.16)

Since the value of p(c) must in the range of [0, 1], the final value can be solved by the

iterative method for (3.16). Assume each vehicle maintains a constant speed and moves

with negligible interaction with its neighbors within an observation period. Thus it is
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practical to assume that the one-hop neighbor set of vi stays constant when constructing

a mix-zone, and can be calculated based on vehicle density distribution in the network. If

the number of the one-hop neighbors is known, correspondingly, (3.16) is approximately

calculated as p(c) = 1− (1− 1
1+τp(c)

)n, n ≥ 1.

3.4.4 Time-to-confusion

Based on the derivation of the distribution of the pseudonym age, we can calculate the

average pseudonym age based on the assumption that the system is stationary and uni-

form. The upper bound of the pseudonym age can be calculated out from equation (3.11)

and (3.16) as

ε̄p = min{z|f(z) = 0, z ≥ τ}. (3.17)

According to the evaluation, the average anonymity set size within a specific area depends

on the vehicle cooperation rate, the traffic density on the roads, the pseudonym age

threshold and the silent period ts. Give the average vehicle arrival rate λ, the average

number within one hop range is given by λ2R

1−e−λ2R
. Since the cooperation decision of each

vehicle is independent to each other, the average anonymity set size is calculated as:

E[C(vi)] = λ2R

1−e−λ2R
· min(1, tsmin+tsmax

2·(1+τp(c)) ).

As the silent period duration is uniformly distributed, the expected silent period of

each vehicle is tsmin+tsmax
2

. The cost for pseudonym changing is approximately calculated

as γ ∼= ε̄p − τ + tsmin+tmax
2

. Based on the analysis in subsection 3.2.3, the traceability

of a targeted vehicle vi becomes zero when the target vehicle changes the pseudonym

and releases the transmission slots simultaneously with at least one cooperative neighbor.

The time-to-confusion can be bounded by the pseudonym age, i.e., tc = min{ε̄p, ttrip}.

Therefore, by adjusting the value of τ , different privacy levels can be achieved in the

network.
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Otherwise, if the time-to-confusion of an adversary is not bounded by the pseudonym

age in a pseudonym change scheme, the pseudonym change scheme is taken to fail to

guarantee the location privacy. As the influential factors include the cooperation age

threshold, traffic density and the silent period, more effective pseudonym schemes can

be designed based on the framework of the MARP scheme and the analytical model

by designing the cooperation age threshold and silent period for vehicles to achieve the

preferred bounded time-to-confusion.

3.4.5 Packet Overhead Evaluation

As described in subsection 3.3.1, the format of each BSM consists of the header, payload,

certificate with the corresponding pseudonym and the signature. The format of the safety

message is shown in Fig.3.5. The size of each BSM is calculated as

Lm = BNts +Bheader +Bpayload +Bsign +Bcert, (3.18)

where BNts is the number of bytes to denote the status of each slot respectively in the

FI, Bheader is the number of bytes of the header specified for the WAVE safety message,

Bpayload is the number of bytes of the safety data, Bsign is the number of bytes required for

the signature, Bcert is the number of bytes required for the certificate. Assume Nts = 160,

corresponding to the most congested scenario in which the number of vehicles in one hop

set is 80. It requires 50 bytes to represent the slot status. Bsign = 56, Bheader = 19,

Bpayload = 53, Bcert = 126. Therefore, the total length a BSM is 304 bytes. The setting of

the duration of each time slot depends on the transmitting delay of the safety message.

Considering a mandatory supported transmission rate 12 Mbps by IEEE 802.11p, the

transmission delay takes less than 0.22 ms. Assume the duration of each time slot is 0.25

ms, which is rational to support the transmission of the safety message. The transmission

period is thereby being 40 ms and the flexible schedule period is 6 ms. The synchronized
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frame duration is compliant with the default multi-channel operation defined by the IEEE

1609.4 [15].

3.5 Simulation

In this section, the accuracy of the analytical model is firstly verified, and then extensive

simulations using a city scenario are carried out to validate the performance of the MARP

scheme with comparison to other pseudonym schemes.

3.5.1 Analytical Analysis and Model Validation

In this subsection, we evaluate the analytical results presented in the previous subsection.

In order to verify the accuracy of the analytical model, we presents the simulation results

compared with the numerical results.

We consider a 2-km highway scenario with two opposite directions as described in the

analytical model. The average traffic density is assumed to be from 0.0125 to 0.1 with

the increment step as 0.0125 vehicles per meter per lane. Each vehicles moves with a

constant speed drawn from the normal distribution and the number of vehicles on the

system is kept constant during the simulation. To analyze the performance of the stable

system, the vehicles start to move when they reserve the transmit slots successfully. When

a vehicle reaches one end of the road, it re-enters the same lane from the entrance point,

and starts to increase the age of its current pseudonym when transmitting the new safety

message. Assume the physical channel is ideal so that each vehicle can communicate with

all the vehicles within its transmission range with no obstacles. The transmission range

of each vehicle is assumed to be 200m, therefore the expected number of vehicles within

the one-hop range is from 10 to 80. The other simulation parameters as summarized in

Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Simulation Parameters for the MARP Scheme

Parameter Values

Mean vehicle speed 40km/h

Vehicle speed standard deviation 10km/h

The width of the street 5m

τ : cooperation pseudonym age threshold [1, . . . , 5] minutes

Safety message broadcast frequency 10Hz

tsmin: the minimum silent period 2 seconds

tsmax: the maximum silent period 8 seconds

ttrip: driving duration 20 minutes

The number of lanes on the road 2

First, the probability p(c) of at least one vehicle cooperating in one frame interval is

observed in Fig. 3.6. As we can see that the cooperation probability is rather low in a

synchronized broadcast interval. The reason is that the pseudonym age of vehicles is ap-

proximately uniformly distributed, so that if one vehicle decides to change the pseudonym

in one frame, it needs to wait and spends a silent period to gather more neighbors with

their pseudonym age evolved for the cooperation. We evaluate the influence of pseudonym

age threshold and the traffic density. As the number of neighbours in the targeted area

(i.e. one hop transmission range) increases, the cooperation probability p(c) increases log-

arithmical. When the pseudonym age threshold increases, we observe that p(c) decreases

for any value of τ . The reason is that for larger value of τ , a larger fraction of vehicles

would have an age of pseudonym below τ at any constant. For this reason, for a high age

threshold, fewer vehicles cooperate at a specific instant, and consequently p(c) decreases.

Fig. 3.7 compares the average pseudonym age (Fig. 3.7a) and the average anonymity

set size (Fig. 3.7b) calculated in the analytical model (denoted as Ana) to the results

obtained by simulations (denoted as Sim) with five different cooperation age thresholds.

The value of the average pseudonym age obtained from the analytical model presents a

pretty accurate match with the simulation results. Although the cooperation probability
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Figure 3.6: Influence of vehicle number and pseudonym age threshold: Probability of at

least one neighbor cooperates

is rather low in a frame interval, the silent period in the mix-zone facilitate the increas-

ing of the anonymity set size. As τ increases, we observe that the average pseudonym

age increases accordingly. The pseudonym age is mainly dominated by the cooperation

pseudonym threshold, as its value is close to the threshold with no larger than 10 sec-

onds. As the number of vehicles in the targeted area increases, the average pseudonym

age decreases slightly as more vehicles are cooperative, making the jump process in the

system occur more frequently. Fig. 3.7b shows the anonymity set size in the mix-zones

obtained in MARP. The effectiveness of MARP is validated even under sparse traffic

density scenarios. The anonymity set size decreases with the increase of τ . The results

are rational and obvious, as with a large τ , p(c) decreases and fewer vehicles choose to

cooperate. In addition, a dense traffic has a positive impact on the anonymity set size.

It is also the reason that some researchers propose to change pseudonyms when vehicles

detecting traffic congestion [68] or driving into large intersections [58]. The simulation

results of the anonymity set size are a little higher than the analytical results. The reason

is that during the simulation, the number of vehicles is limited so that their pseudonym
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age is not independently distributed and becomes similar after several rounds of mix-zone

construction.
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(a) Average pseudonym age
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Figure 3.7: Influence of vehicle number and pseudonym lifetime threshold.

3.5.2 City Scenario and Simulation Schemes

In addition to the verification of the MARP scheme based on the same assumption of the

analytical model, we further study the performance of MARP using a city grid layout

scenario. Specially, the scenario is with the size of 10km2, and consists of 16 square city

blocks and 9 large intersections. The initial locations and driving routes are randomly

generated for the vehicles in the simulation. All the vehicles drive continuously until the

simulation time ends, and never drive out of the simulation area. Each street has two

lanes with opposite driving directions. Vehicles with larger speed can go ahead of the

vehicles with lower speeds. Assume when a vehicle reaches a junction area, it chooses on

of all possible directions randomly. The traffic light is deployed at each intersection, with

the duration of 1 minute.

At the beginning of the simulation, vehicles remain stationary and randomly select
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a time instant within a interval as long as the cooperation age threshold to acquire a

time slot by using the MARP scheme. Once the vehicle reserves successfully, it starts

to transmit the safety messages, and its pseudonym starts to count. When all the nodes

reserves successfully, the vehicles begins to move, and the simulation timer begins to

count [46]. The adversary in the simulation would observe all the transmissions of the

vehicles, and try to link their pseudonyms. When the information of the nodes of all

layers becomes indistinguishable, the adversary loses the linking ability. On the other

hand, if the adversary could link the vehicles by launching the context linking attack,

it could track the vehicles continuously. In the simulation, we measure the performance

of the MARP in terms of the average pseudonym age, anonymity set size and the time-

to-confusion of the nodes, under different traffic densities and two different pseudonym

cooperation thresholds, τ = 2 and τ = 5 minutes,as the recommended pseudonym age of

the SAE J2735 [62] and European standard [61] respectively.

Considering the cross-layer performance, the packet delivery ratio (PDR) is used to

verify the transmission reliability for MARP. The PDR of a vehicle is calculated as the

total number of BSM messages that have been successfully transmitted within the lifetime

to the total number of the BSMs generated by the vehicle. During a vehicle releases the

old transmission slot and keeps silent before the new transmission slot reservation, the

messages are assumed to be undelivered. When a vehicle encounters merging collisions or

does not reserve a time slot, the safety messages are also assumed to be undelivered. The

transmission delay is an important metric in the measurement of transmission efficiency.

Using the TDMA based MAC layer operation, safety messages are always broadcasted in

the specific transmission slots, thus the transmission delay in the MAC layer is bounded

within 100ms.

The performance of the MARP scheme is compared with other three different cross-

layer schemes.
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• NMARP: vehicles apply the same pseudonym changing and channel accessing strate-

gies as defined in MARP. However, the transmission slots are not shuffled when

changing pseudonyms, until collision happen or the trips are finished.

• PCS [58]: in the effective pseudonym changing at social spots (PCS) strategy, vehi-

cles stop transmitting the safety messages when they drive across the intersection,

and begin to construct the mix-zones. After vehicles leave the mix-zone, they start

to utilize the new pseudonyms to transmit in a distributed manner. In the MAC

layer, the effective TDMA based VeMAC [46] protocol is applied for the MAC layer

operation while the pseudonym changing is periodic for each vehicle.

3.5.3 Simulation Results

The average anonymity set size in the mix-zones achieved in the three schemes is presented

in Fig. 3.8a. It shows that the PCS strategy achieves the largest anonymity set size.

In PCS, all the vehicles gathering in the intersections change the pseudonyms together

without the consideration of the pseudonym age. The total number of vehicles at road

intersections is much larger than the number of vehicles with the pseudonym lifetime

expired within the one hop range in the MARP and NMARP schemes. All the three

schemes can achieve a guaranteed anonymity set size level in the mix-zones. As the

pseudonym changing strategies of MARP and NMARP are both based on the cooperation

age threshold, they show almost the same performance in terms of the anonymity set

size. In the figure, it is demonstrated that the anonymity set size decreases in MARP

and NMARP as the increase of the cooperation pseudonym age threshold, which also

correlates with the analytical results.

In Fig. 3.8b, the pseudonym age in the three schemes are investigated. As the figure

shows, the pseudonym age in MARP and NMARP is mainly determined by the coopera-

tion age threshold. In contrast, the pseudonym age in PCS is influenced by the frequency
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of encountering intersections. In the simulated scenario, the average traveling duration be-

tween two intersections is about 1 minute. Therefore, vehicles consumes more pseudonyms

in PCS in the simulated scenario. While in the real traffic environments, the utilization

of pseudonym relies on the traffic typologies and traveling routes. If vehicles encounter

intersection too frequently, it causes a waste of pseudonyms. On the other hand, if the

intersection distribution is too sparse, it causes a long tracking duration of vehicles by

adversaries and even compromises the location privacy.
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Figure 3.8: The average anonymity set size and pseudonym age of vehicles in different

schemes.

As Fig. 3.9a illustrates, the maximal time-to-confusion is unbounded by the pseudonym

age in NMARP and PCS regardless of the pseudonym changing. In NMARP, vehicles

change pseudonyms without shuffling the transmission slots. Vehicles usually acquire sep-

arately slots within two-hop range, the adversary can distinguish each vehicle based on

its transmission slot index. Thus, the time-to-confusion is much larger in NMARP and

PCS than in the MARP scheme. The time-to-confusion in PCS shows a slight decrease

when compared with NMARP. The reason is that in PCS, vehicles change pseudonyms
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at intersections, where the merging collisions happen more frequently. Thus, there is a

higher probability that the pseudonym changing and slot releasing happen simultaneously

among several vehicles in PCS, causing the adversaries lose the linking of the pseudonyms.

However, the adversaries are still able to track a targeted vehicle continuously at most

cases in PCS. In the MARP scheme, vehicles change the pseudonyms with the transmis-

sion slots during the silent period, which cuts the linking clue of the new pseudonym and

old pseudonyms of vehicles in the network.

Fig. 3.9b compares the average PDR of the vehicles. Both the transmission collisions

and pseudonym changing degrade the transmission performance. In VeMAC, transmis-

sion slots can be utilized until collisions happen or trip finished for the vehicles as the

transmission slots are not changed with the pseudonyms. As the number of vehicles in-

creases, the merging collisions dominate the packet loss in the VeMAC. In MARP and

NMARP schemes, vehicles explore the silent-period when change pseudonyms, thus the

PDR is slightly decreased compared to the VeMAC scheme. However, the influence of

shuffling the transmission slot consistently with the pseudonym changing is negligible as

the performance of MARP is close to NMARP. Based on the simulation results, we con-

clude that the MARP scheme provides superior performance to the compared schemes as

it not only guarantee the location privacy preservation but also provide delay-bounded

and reliable transmission for the vehicles in the VANETs.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed a new MAC layer context linking attack that could

compromise the location privacy, and pointed out that the pseudonym changing schemes

must be designed in a collaborative manner with the other layers’ operations in VANETs.

To deal with the MAC layer attack, a cross-layer pseudonym scheme, MARP, is presented.
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Figure 3.9: The average anonymity set size and pseudonym age of vehicles in different

schemes.

In particular, we have developed an analytical model to formally analyze the performance

of the MARP scheme, in terms of the pseudonym age, cooperation probability and the

anonymity set size. The analytical model concludes that, different privacy level could be

achieved by adjusting the pseudonym change threshold of the vehicles. To prevent the

continuous tracking from an adversary, the vehicles need to change pseudonyms as well

as their transmission patterns/resources to make them indistinguishable. The analytical

model is general to be applied to both CSMA and TDMA based networks and can be uti-

lized to analyze other pseudonym schemes. The simulation results calibrate the analytical

accuracy, and verify the effectiveness of the MARP scheme. To the best of our knowledge,

most previous work considered the MAC layer protocols and pseudonym schemes sepa-

rately. This paper sheds light on the cross layer protocol design in the VANETs, as the

security and privacy preservation must be provided for all the layers. Our future work is

to explore more specific privacy preservation techniques under the framework of MARP

by considering various traffic scenarios and location privacy preferences of different users.



Chapter 4

A MAC Layer Aware Pseudonym

(MAP) Scheme for the Software

Defined Internet of Vehicles

4.1 Introduction

With the emergence of the software defined network (SDN) [103–105], fog/edge computing

[106, 107], the development and framework of the vehicular network has envisioned from

the VANET to the development of the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) [1, 2]. The IoV is expected

to support V2V, V2I, V2P and V2C communications, for the exchange and distribution

of various categories of messages. In the IoV, the resource utilization efficiency could be

much improved and various applications are to be supported [1]. The numerous messages

provide rich information about the vehicles’ locations, social behaviors and enable the

tracking of vehicles, it is of practical significance to protect the location privacy in IoV.

Recently, standardization bodies such as IEEE 1609.2 [13] and ETSI [61], have applied

the public key infrastructure (PKI) based pseudonyms to represent the short-lived public

59
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keys of each vehicle. To prevent the Sybil attack, the pseudonymous certificate is assigned

by the CA. The pseudonyms are expected to change frequently and appropriately [55,

58, 66, 108], so that the messages originating from the same vehicle are unlinkable to

prevent the continuous tracking from the adversary. Each vehicle needs to request the

new pseudonyms from the CA continuously during its trip. Therefore, the pseudonym is

also very important resource to be distributed efficiently in the network.

The applications and services in the IoV impose certain quality of service requirements,

the other challenge could be the design of an efficient medium access control (MAC)

protocol for the provision of the transmission requirements for the various applications.

Prior studies [109, 110] have shown that the CSMA operation is only suitable for low-to-

moderate traffic scenarios. As the safety messages are required to broadcast periodically

by each vehicle, the time division multiple access (TDMA) based schemes have become

one of the promising candidates for IoV. By letting each vehicle report their sense on

the status of all the time slots [46], [98], [111], the TDMA approach can alleviate the

hidden terminal problem. In these distributed TDMA MAC protocols, the slot reservation

decision of each vehicle is made based on the its own and the neighbors’ transmissions.

This is typically the coupling of the control and data plane. Therefore, the transmission

failure could degrade the slot utilization efficiency in the TDMA protocols.

In the IoV, a collection of RSUs is assumed to make distributed decisions to coordinate

the vehicles. Due to the large scale of the vehicular network, and the limited coverage size

of the RSUs, the coordinated decisions have to be made across several adjacent RSUs. The

distributed coordination algorithms usually explore long latency to adjust the resource

allocation at a large scale, and becomes more arduous due to the varying traffic densities,

high mobility and various QoS requirements. With the development of SDN and cloud

computing, ultra-dense deployment of the RSUs can form local clouds to cooperatively

coordinate the channel resources and manage the pseudonyms for the vehicles [112]. In
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ref. [113], we propose the TDMA based sdnMAC protocol in the software defined vehicular

network to apply the local RSU cloud to assign the channel resources for the vehicles to

transmit, so that the transmission reliability is significantly improved. In [112], an SDN

based pseudonym allocation system is proposed for the vehicular network. However, as

pointed in chapter 3, the adversaries could link the pseudonyms of a vehicle based on

its transmission and resource utilization pattern. The more coordinated of the resource

allocation, the more likely to facilitate the MAC linking attack by taking the transmission

and resource allocation context as the “fingerprint” to link the vehicles’ old and new

pseudonyms. For example, in VeMAC, the disjoint sets of the transmission slots for

vehicles moving in opposite directions reveal their driving directions. Meanwhile, the

pseudonym changing introduces negotiation and cooperation overhead, which degrades

the safety message transmissions [90]. To the best of our knowledge, it still lacks a

protocol to resolve the operation inconsistency between the MAC layer and pseudonym

schemes in the IoV.

In this paper, we present a hierarchical architecture named as the software defined

Internet of Vehicles (SDIV) where the multi-channel transmission and pseudonym man-

agement are coordinated by the RSU clouds. Facilitated by the architecture, an efficient

MAC layer Aware Pseudonym (MAP) scheme is proposed to deal with the new MAC layer

semantic linking attack. Specifically, the main contributions of the paper are three-fold.

• We present a three-layer SDIV framework, which could be elastic to be deployed in

various transmission scenarios to coordinate and manage the resources efficiently in

the IoV.

• Facilitated by the SDIV framework, the MAP scheme is designed. In the MAP

scheme, the local RSU cloud assigns the channel resources to the nodes based on

the vehicles’ transmission pattern, the traffic density and vehicle mobility, so as to

alleviate the transmission collisions and ensure the QoS requirements of the vehicles.
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The pseudonym changing decision is formulated by the RSU cloud according to a

composite location privacy metric that includes the privacy level of each vehicle,

transmission slot age and group confusion to deal with the MAC layer linking attack,

and guarantee the location privacy of the vehicles.

• Security analysis and extensive simulations are conducted to show that the MAP

scheme significantly enhances the location privacy, and improves the transmission

efficiency and reliability in the SDIV.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2, we present the pre-

liminaries of the chapter, and the hierarchical SDIV system architecture. Section 4.3

introduces the MAP scheme in the SDIV. Subsequently, the performance evaluation, and

simulation results of the scheme are given in section 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. Finally,

section 4.6 concludes the chapter.

4.2 System Model

4.2.1 System Assumption

We assume that the RSUs are connected by wired communication, and cover the network

seamlessly. In other words, each vehicle could communicate with at least one RSU in the

IoV. The DSRC and LTE resources both can be utilized for the on-board communication.

For illustration, the distance between two adjacent RSU is denoted by 2R, where R is

also the transmission range of the RSUs. In addition, we assume that the communication

link between the vehicles is symmetrical, which means that if the node vi is within the

communication range of node vj, vj must also be in the communication range of vi. The

physical layer wireless channel is assume to be ideal. If there is no collision during the

transmission, all the nodes within the transmission range of the transmitting node could
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receive the message. The threat model is assumed to be the same as that in section 3.2.2.

4.2.2 Software Defined Internet of Vehicles (SDIV) Architec-

ture

Central Cloud

Data CenterCentral Authority

OpenFlow Protocol

Flow 
Table

Secure 
Channel

Local RSU Cloud

Management of RSUs
Control plane
Data plane

Management of Vehicles
Control plane
Data plane

Pseudonym certificate 
authority

OpenFlow switch

OpenFlow Controller

Figure 4.1: The hierarchical SDN based IoV architecture

SDN has been envisioned to control the network in a centralized and dynamical re-

configured approach with decoupling the control and data plane. The de facto protocol,

OpenFlow is applied as the communication protocol between the control plane and the

data plane in the proposed SDIV. The OpenFlow switch in the data plane is equipped

with wireless interface to communicate with both the vehicles and the controller in the

control plane. The SDN can be a significant advantage to improve the resource allocation

and pseudonym management in SDIV.
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Fig. 4.1 shows the hierarchical SDIV architecture. It consists of three layers: central

cloud layer, RSU cloud layer and vehicle layer. The management of the SDIV is two-tiers:

the RSUs connect together according to the flow tables to manage the vehicles, and they

are managed by the controller in the central cloud layer. The de-facto protocol, OpenFlow

is applied as the communication protocol between the control plane and the data plane

in the proposed SDIV. The OpenFlow switch in the data plane is equipped with wireless

interface to communicate with both the vehicles and the Controller in the control plane.

The details about the three layers are described as follows.

• The vehicle layer is in the data plane of the SDIV. Each vehicle has at least one

on-board unit (OBU) for the V2X communication, a global positioning system, and

a temper-resistant device to store the cryptographic keys. The transmission range

R is assumed to be the same for all the vehicles. For any vehicle, before entering

the network, the bootstrap and enrollment are required for the OBUs to obtain the

certificates of the CA, enrollment certificate and master key pairs. When starts a

new trip or lack new pseudonyms, each vehicle needs to request more pseudonyms

to preserve privacy. The requests are validated and processed by the nearby local

cloud. Pseudonym changing decisions are made by the RSUs to notify the vehicles

to change their pseudonyms together by constructing the mix-zones.

• The adjacent RSUs can communicate with each other via wired network, and con-

nect with the local PCA to form the local RSU cloud. It takes the role as the

OpenFlow Switch (OFS) to communicate with the vehicles via the wireless commu-

nication interface. The interconnection between RSU clouds and the communica-

tion between the RSUs and the central cloud layer is encrypted. The RSU cloud

is controlled by the central cloud layer. By listening to the transmission of the

surrounding vehicles, the RSU cloud can accurately perceive the utilization of the

channel resources, the usage of the pseudonyms, and the vehicle densities. As the
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control server of the vehicles, the RSU cloud is responsible to coordinate the time

slot reservation procedure, and manage the pseudonym usage and changing for the

vehicle. Thus, the data plane and the control plane can be decoupled.

• The central cloud layer is consisted of the CA, data center and the OpenFlow

controller. The CA is responsible for managing the certificates, monitoring the

behavior of all the entities including the vehicles, RSUs and PCAs, and generate the

device certification revocation messages in the network, so as to ensure the network

security and authentication. The data center collects and stores the information

of all the local clouds, the information flows between the network entities. The

OpenFlow controller is responsible for managing the RSU cloud in the control plane,

and communicating with the RSU cloud via the encrypted channel in the data plane.

4.3 The MAC Layer Aware Pseudonym (MAP) Scheme

in the SDIV

This section introduces the cross-layer MAP scheme, in which the RSU clouds coordi-

nate vehicles to change pseudonyms and access the wireless channels in a contention free

manner. The central cloud interacts with the RSU cloud to realize the allocation of the

pseudonym resources, and the time slot resources across the geographical area. The in-

teractive operation flow of a vehicle in the data plane and the controller in the control

plane in the MAP scheme is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. We denote a representative vehicle

by vi and its local RSU by RSUj to describe the MAP scheme. For clear exposition, the

primary notations used in the chapter are described in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Notation and Description in Chapter 4

Notations Description

vi A representative vehicle

Li The location of vi

Vi The driving speed of vi

RSUj The local RSU cloud of vi

RSUm The cross-region RSU cloud of vi

Ri The transmission range of vi

Nts The number of slots per frame on DT

Nts The set of slots on DT, Nts = {1, 2, · · · , Nts}
ν(j) The set of nodes within R to RSUj

Φ(j) The set that includes RSUj and its adjacent RSUs

ψ(i, r) The set of nodes within the range of r to vi,

ψ(i, r) = {vk| ‖Lk − Li‖ ≤ r}
Rp The guard distance to enable pre-warning for

the transmission collisions

Ui The tracking uncertainty of vi

Certi The root certificate of vi

PKi, SKi The key pair of vi

PIDik The kth pseudonym of vi

(PIDik, SKik) The pseudonymous key pair corresponding to PIDik

CertPIDik The pseudonym certificate corresponding to PIDik

Signik(M) The signature of message M signed by vi

using the private key SKik

GIDj The group constructed by RSUj for

vehicles wanting to change pseudonyms

SKGIDji The secret key of vi in the group of GIDj

CertGji The certificate for vi in the group of GIDj

EPKik(M) The encrypted message M with vi’s public key PIDik

ESKik(M) The encrypted message M with vi’s secret key SKik

x→ y Node x sends a message to y

|| The concatenation operation

x→ y The node x transmits to y

γ(u) The set of vehicles with privay level no larger than u

Nγ(u) The number of vehicles with privacy level

no larger than u

tlp The time of the last pseudonym change by Vi

tls The time when reserves the current slot successfully
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Figure 4.2: The interactive operation flow of each vehicle and the control plane in the

MAP scheme

4.3.1 System Initialization and Basic Key Operation

In MAP scheme, efficient cryptographic schemes are generally compatible with the SDIV

architecture. In this paper, we apply the Boneh-Boyen short group signature [114] for the

key operation. Before vi enters the network, bootstrap and enrollment are required to

obtain PKi, SKi and Certi, and the public key and certificate of RSUj, which are denoted

by PKj and Certj, respectively. The CA stores the information {RIDi, PKi, SKi, Certi}
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of vehicle vi in the database, and distributes to RSUj for the tracking and revocation

of vi when dispute happens. After registration, vi sends pseudonym request to RSUj

to receive a set of pseudonyms, and the corresponding private keys and the certificates

{PIDi,k, SKPIDi,k , CertPIDi,k}wk=1.

Every time vi starts a new trip, it checks whether it still has new pseudonyms, if

not, it requests a set of new pseudonyms from RSUj. RSUj verifies the request, sends

the pseudonyms to vi, and records them in the tracking list of vi. In order to prevent

the semantic linking attack, the pseudonym changing should be accompanied by the

identifiers of the other layers and the transmission slots. In MAP, the CGA protocol is

used to generate the new IP addresses from the new pseudonyms and to generate the

MAC addresses from the generated IP addresses [100].

4.3.2 Channel Resource Scheduling

In the MAP scheme, time is divided into frames with duration of 100ms, which is com-

patible with the synchronous interval specified by the DSRC. The time synchronization

is realized using the GPS signal of the OBU [46]. The CCH is divided into a number

of time slots, which is denoted by Nts. The local RSU is responsible to coordinate the

time slots for the vehicles, while the time slots used for the RSUs are coordinated by the

central cloud. Besides the safety and control messages, the pseudonym request message

and the CRL message are exchanged in the SCHs.

The channel accessing coordination of RSUj interacts with the channel coordination

of the RSUs within Φ(j). The interactive coordination procedure considers both the

transmission range and the vehicle density, to keep the number of vehicles within every

two-hop set being equal to or less than Nts.

Assume the transmission range of the RSUs is constant, which is equal to R. The

RSUs transmit the traffic density to the central controller, so that the central controller
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can control the transmission range of the vehicles under different RSUs with diverse traffic

densities. When the central cloud decides the transmission range for vi ∈ ν(j) under

RSUj, it needs to consider two aspects. Firstly, the vehicle needs to exchange message

within at least one RSU, which gives Ri ≥ R. Secondly, the vehicles within two hop

set of each other needs to reserve different time slots, so as to avoid the hidden terminal

problem. Assume the transmission range of vehicles is the same, thus Ri is given by

Ri = max(R, arg min
R′
|ψ(i, 2R

′
)| = Nts). (4.1)

Eq. 4.1 is efficient when the number of vehicles is uniformly distributed. However, when

traffic density is not uniform in the network, the transmission range of vehicles covered

by different RSUs would be various, thus, RVi = RVi2 , Vi, Vi2 ∈ ν(j), and RVi 6= RVi2 , Vi ∈

ν(j), Vi2 ∈ ν(k), RSUj 6= RSUk. Considering the above two aspects, the transmission

range of vi is given by

Ri = max(R, arg min
R′

arg max
Vk∈ψ(i,R′ )

{ψ(i, |Pk −Pi|+Rk) = Nts}), (4.2)

where each vk is within the transmission range of vi, and they determine the two-hop

range of vi, which is the largest distance between vi and vk plus the transmission range

of vk, i.e., arg max{|Pk−Pi|+Rk}. In this range, the number of the nodes should be no

larger than Nts, so as to guarantee each node can reserve at least one time slot.

In addition to the periodical broadcast of safety messages, vehicles dynamically trans-

mit the encrypted pseudonym request or data service request to the RSUs. The CRL is

also broadcasted by each RSU to the surrounding vehicles. It is assumed that the RSUs

would broadcast the No. of the SCH in the CCH and then switch to the SCH to provide

data services and broadcast CRL. When the vehicle needs to request a new pseudonym, it

listens to the service broadcast of the RSU in the CCH, and then switches to the specific

SCH to send a pseudonym request to the RSU based on CSMA. The encrypted security
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related information does not harm the user privacy, and their separation transmission to

the safety messages would not degrade the safety message transmission reliability.

In the MAP scheme, the transmission time slot of each RSU in the CCH is controlled

by the central cloud. Each RSU has the priority to reserve the anterior time slots. In order

to avoid transmission collisions between the adjacent RSUs, the same time slot cannot be

used by the RSUs within two hop range of each other. For the description convenience,

consider a highway scenario, in which the RSUs are located on the same straight line. As

shown in Fig. 4.3, where the RSUs R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6 use the 1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 1 time slots,

respectively. Thus, the transmissions between the RSUs would not conflict. The update

of the slot status is performed by each RSU in each frame, and transmitted to the vehicles

and the adjacent RSUs.

R

RSU1 RSU2 RSU3RSU4RSU5

Frame …1 … …

RSU6

2 3 4 … … …

Figure 4.3: An example to illustrate the slot allocation to the RSUs in the MAP scheme

Each vehicle’s transmission slot in the CCH is coordinated by the RSU. The man-

agement of the vehicles is independent and distributed in the network, thus, we select a

representative vehicle, denoted by vi, and its local RSU, denoted by RSUj to describe

their operation. For the description convenience, we assume that the transmission range

of the vehicle is the same as the RSU’s. Fig. 4.4 shows the packet format of the vehicle

and RSU. The SI field in the header defines the updated slot status by the RSU. Each

SIi consists of two bits, defining the status of each slot tsi,∀tsi ∈ Nts. The Service Info

and Channel Info fields are used by the RSUs to notify the services provided by them
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in the corresponding channels, and the header field is assumed to be consistent with the

WAVE specification.

SI Service Info Channel  Info Header

(a)

(b)

Header Certificate Payload Signature

Payload Certificate Signature

Figure 4.4: (a) The packet format transmitted by the RSU in the CCH (b)The packet

format transmitted by the vehicle in the CCH

Specifically, to RSUj’s perspective, there are four cases of each slot’ status, which are

listed as follows.

• If a time slot, denoted by tsi, is only occupied by one node in ν(j), then SIi is set

to “01”.

• If tsi is occupied by both vk, where vk ∈ ν(j), and vm, where vm ∈ ψ(m, 2R),

it indicates that a transmission collision has occurred, then SIi is set to “11”, to

indicate that the slot has encountered a transmission conflict.

• If tsi is occupied by both vk, where vk ∈ ν(j), and vm, where vm ∈ ψ(m, 2R + Rp),

vk and vm are moving toward each each, i.e., ≺ Pk − Pm,Vk �< 0,≺ Pm −

Pk,Vm �< 0, where Rp is the guard-distance to enable pre-warning of transmission

collisions, and ≺ a,b � represents the inner product of a and b. According to

the analysis in [115], the merging collisions mainly happen between vehicles driving

from opposite directions, or with high relative speeds. Thus, vk and vm have the

largest opportunity to encounter each other, and a merging collision would happen.

Then, SIi is set to “10”.
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• In other cases, SIi is set to “00”, which indicates that the slot is unallocated, and

it is available to the vehicles that need to reserve new time slots.

The Algorithm 4 in Appendix A.2 describes the channel resource coordination procedure

of each RSU.

4.3.3 The Channel Accessing Procedure

When vi starts a new trip, it needs to switch to the CCH to listen to the messages

broadcasted by the RSUj and the surrounding vehicles. It receives the SI from the RSUj,

determines the currently available time slots and its transmission power, and randomly

selects a time slot with the status set as “00”, denoted by tsi, and then sends the safety

message msg = (Header||Certik||M ||Sigk(M)).

After vi has attempted to reserve the time slot, it listens to the RSUj for the updated

SI, and uses the information to determine whether it has successfully reserved the time

slot. If RSUj has updated SIi to “01”, vi determines that it has successfully reserved the

time slot. If SIi is still “00”, vi takes that RSUj failed to receive its reservation message,

and it needs to increase its transmission power appropriately to reserve the slot again. If

SIi has been updated to “11”, which indicates that a transmission collision has occurred

in tsi, vi then re-selects another available time slot to reserve, until it successfully reserves

a time slot.

When vi has become activate in the reserved time slot tsi, it broadcasts the safety

message, and receives the SI from the RSUj in each frame. If vi notifies that SIi becomes

“10”, which indicates a pre-warning collision, and there still exists available time slots,

vi would starts to reserve a new time slot while still using the current for transmission.

When vi reserves the new time slot successfully, it would release the previous occupied

time slot, to avoid the transmission collisions. If there is no idle time slot available, then

vi would keep using the current time slot to transmit. If vi senses that SIi becomes “11”,
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which means that a transmission collision has occurred, vi would release the current time

slot immediately, and begins to reserve a new time slot to transmit.

In addition to broadcast the safety messages in CCH, vi receives the service advertise-

ment information transmitted by the RSUj, and it needs to switch to the specific SCH

to send the pseudonym request, receive new pseudonyms and the CRL from the RSU,

so as to realize both the safety message transmission reliability, and the location privacy

preserving. The channel accessing procedure is described by Algorithm 5 in Appendix

A.2.

4.3.4 The New Pseudonym Request Procedure

When the vehicle vi lacks sufficient pseudonyms to use during the trip, it needs to re-

quest a set of new pseudonyms from the local RSU. The pseudonym request message

is denoted by req = RSUj||ESKik(PseudoReq||PKi||Certi||Certik), where PseudoReq

contains the number of pseudonyms requested by the vehicle and the specific privacy

requirements. When RSUj receives the request from vi, it verifies the message based

on the data record of vi, and determines whether to assign new pseudonyms to vi.

When vi is driving cross the local region, assume that its local RSU becomes RSUm,

which does not record the identity information of vi. RSUm needs to request the data

record of vi, i.e., {Certi, P IDi, SKPIDi , CertPIDi} from RSUj. If the local RSU de-

cides to assign new pseudonyms to the vehicle, it transmits the new pseudonyms to vi.

The message is denoted by rep = EPKPIDik({PIDik, SKPIDik , CertPIDik}wk=1). When vi

receives the rep message, it verifies the message, and transmits the acknowledgment,

ack = RSUm||EPKm(CertPIDik ||timestamp) to the local RSU. The pseudonym request

procedure is described by Algorithm 6 in Appendix A.2.
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4.3.5 The Pseudonym Change Coordination Algorithm

The most applied metrics to evaluate the location privacy in the IoVs include the anonymity

set size, the pseudonym age and driving distance [76], and the privacy entropy [82]. Based

on the utilization duration of the pseudonym and the time slot, the anonymity set size,

and the indistinguishability of vehicles in the mix-zone, the MAP scheme exploits a dy-

namical pseudonym changing strategy for the RSUs to coordinate the surrounding vehicles

to change their pseudonyms. The related privacy metrics used in the MAP scheme are

defined as follows.

• Pseudonym age: the pseudonym age at the time instant t, denoted by Ap(t) is

defined as the interval from the last pseudonym change time to the current time

instant, i.e., Ap(t) = t − tlp. Similarly, the slot occupancy duration is given by

As(t) = t − tls,, where tls is the time that reserved the current slot successfully. To

balance the requirements between location privacy preservation and communica-

tion overhead, the utilization of a pseudonym should be longer than the changing

threshold Tth, but limited to the expiry time Texp. The slot can be used as the con-

text information to facilitate linking the transmitting vehicle, therefore, it should

be changed simultaneously when the vehicle changes pseudonym, so as to prevent

the MAC layer semantic linking attack.

• Anonymity set size: the number of vehicles that change the pseudonyms simultane-

ously in a mix-zone, which is denoted by AS.

• Group confusion: we propose the metric for each vehicle vi, denoted by Gi, to the

geo-indistinguishability of Vi and the surrounding vehicles. The location of the ve-

hicle will provide clues for the adversary to connect its pseudonym, and the location

of the surrounding vehicle can be used to confuse the adversary. Based on the geo-

indistinguishability concept [116], it is suggested that the geo-indistinguishability
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of each vehicle when updating its pseudonym needs to satisfy Gi ≥ Gth, which is

define as, given V arepsilon, there should exist at least one neighbor vehicle vk to

satisfy:

|Pk −Pi| ≤ −
1

ε
(W−1(

pth − 1

e
+ 1)), (4.3)

where |Pk−Pi| is the Euclidean distance between vk and vi, pth ∈ [0, 1] is set based

on the tracking capability of the adversary. W−1 is the Lambert-W function, which

is used to generate artificial noise [117]. An example is given for the value of dth,

ε = 0.01, pth = 0.05, then dth = 122m.

• Privacy entropy (privacy level): according to [82], the privacy level that the vehicle

can achieve after changing its pseudonym in the mix-zone is given by

Ui(t
l
p) = −

AS∑
j=1

pj′ |i log2(pj′ |i), (4.4)

where
n∑
j=1

pj′ |i = 1, pj′ |i measures the probability that the new pseudonym PID
′
j of

vehicle vj is linked with the old pseudonym PIDi of vi. Ui is upper-bounded by

log2AS.

Besides, the vehicle’s location privacy loss function βi(t, t
l
p) is defined as:

βi(t, t
l
p) =

 λ · (t− tlp), tlp ≤ t < T fi

Ui(t
l
p), t ≥ T fi

(4.5)

where T fi =
Ui(t

l
p)

λ
+ tlp is the time when vi reaches the maximum privacy loss after the

last pseudonym changing. Based on (4.5), the privacy level of vi at the time instant t is

given by

Ui(t) = Ui(t
l
p)− βi(t, tlp), t ≥ tlp. (4.6)

Based on each Ui(t),∀i ∈ ν(j), RSUj determines whether it needs to change the pseudonym

for each vehicle vi,∀i ∈ ν(j). Suppose the pseudonym change cost of vi is denoted by ci,
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which may include the cost of communication and pseudonym management. For all the

vehicles under the coverage of the same RSU, assume ci = c(t),∀vi ∈ ν(j). Based on

(4.5) and (4.6), RSUj can calculate the privacy level of each vehicle node Ui(t) in real

time. When vi changes its pseudonym at time t, the privacy level of vi is recorded as

Ui(c, AS) = log2ASi − c by RSUj.

For each vehicle vi, when Ui(c, AS) ≥ Ui(t), i.e., AS ≥ ASith, AS
i
th = 2Ui(t)+c,

the pseudonym changing procedure would increase the privacy level. Otherwise, the

pseudonym changing is useless. In the MAP schemes, each RSU makes the pseudonym

changing decision for each vehicle based on ASith and ASi according to the privacy level

of the vehicle. RSUj sorts the privacy level of each vehicle in ν(j). For the vehicle vi, if

Nγ(Ui(t)) ≥ ASith and Gi ≥ Gth,∃Vk ∈ γ(Ui(t)), then the all the vehicles in γ(Ui(t)) need

to change pseudonyms simultaneously. If the two conditions are not met at the same time,

vi does not need to change its pseudonym, and then RSUj carries out the same decision

for the next vehicle in ν(j). The specific pseudonym change coordination algorithm is

described by Algorithm 7 in Appendix A.2.

4.3.6 The Pseudonym Change Procedure

In the MAP scheme, the group signature is exploited for the transmission during the

pseudonym changing. The group identity GIDj is assigned by the RSUj to the sur-

rounding vehicles. The pseudonym change procedure includes the invitation from the

RSU cloud, the construction of the mix-zones, the release of the transmission slots and

pseudonyms of the vehicles, the silent period taken by the vehicles, and use of the new

pseudonyms and transmission slots. The algorithm 8 in Appendix A.2 describes the

pseudonym change procedure.

When RSUj determines that the surrounding vehicles need to change pseudonyms,

it sets the time window, denoted by Tm, for the vehicles to construct the mix-zone,
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and broadcasts GIDj and AS to ν(j). When vi receives the pseudonym changing co-

ordination message, it checks whether it needs to change pseudonym. If it decides to

change the pseudonym, it sets the join ack field in the header to notify the RSUj. In

the next frame, vi would keep silent, and the RSUj uses the time slot tsi to transmit

res = EPKik(GID||SKGji||CertGji||RSUj||CertRSUj). RSUj shuffles the time slots for the

vehicles that change their pseudonyms, and allocates a new time slot to vi by sending the

message, slot alloc = EPKGIDi (ts
′
i||Certj||timestamp), where ts

′
i is the new time slot for

vi. When vi receives the message, it uses the new time slot to transmit the acknowledge-

ment message, success = RSUj||EPKRSUj (ack||SafetyData||timestamp||CertGji), in the

next frame. If vi has not changed its pseudonym at time t when Ui(t) reaches 0, vi would

releases the current time slot, and randomly selects a silent period from [tsmin, tsmax] to

keep silent. When the silent period expires, vi starts to reserve a new time slot based on

the SI received from the RSUj.

The following corollaries can be obtained for the pseudonym change coordination al-

gorithm in the MAP scheme.

Corollary 1. The above pseudonym change coordination algorithm can guarantee that

the privacy level of each vehicle is always above 0.

Proof. Firstly, if vi has not changed its pseudonym at time t when Ui(t) reaches 0, its

privacy level would be increased by taking the silent period to mix together with other

newly entering vehicles. Secondly, consider the pseudonym changing procedure for multi-

ple rounds. Suppose that anonymity set size during the first round of pseudonym chang-

ing is denoted by n0. In other words, the privacy level of the n0 vehicles satisfies that

U ≥ log2(n0)− c(t). After the first round of pseudonym changing, the privacy level of the

n0 vehicles increases, and the difference of the privacy level between the vehicles in ν(j)

decreases. Thus, after the privacy loss during the traveling, the anonymity set size during

the pseudonym changing in the next round, denoted by n1, would increases, i.e., n1 ≥ n0.
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Consequently, we conclude that the privacy level of the vehicles keeps to be larger than

0. �

Corollary 2. Given the network is stable, the anonymity set size level of the vehicles can

converge, and the privacy of the vehicles reaches to the stable level during the pseudonym

changing.

Proof. Based on corollary 1, the privacy level of the vehicles becomes closer to each other

after the pseudonym changing procedure. The pseudonym changing decision making is

carried out by the RSU, however, the number of vehicles participating in the simultane-

ously pseudonym changing is controlled by the following equations with respect to k,1 ≤ k ≤ Nν ,

ν[k] ≤ u,
(4.7)

where Nν denotes the number of elements in ν(j). Denote the descending sorted set of

the privacy level of all the vehicles in ν(j) by Nν , and ν[k] indicates the kth element in

Nν . The solution set to (4.7) is denoted by Us. And then, the convergence anonymity set

size, denoted by N∗, is calculated as N∗γ(u) = max(Us), when Us is not empty. It indicates

that the efficiency of pseudonym changing procedure increases, and finally reaches to a

largest level when all the surrounding vehicles can achieve a larger level of privacy. �

4.4 Performance Evaluation

This section analyses the efficiency of the channel accessing, security and privacy pre-

serving in the MAP scheme. The calculation of the packet overhead is similar to 3.4.5

for the MAP scheme, thus, the detailed calculation procedure is omitted for the MAP

scheme. The time interval of each time slot in the CCH is set to 0.25ms, which enables the

transmission of up to 180 nodes within a frame. The transmission range of each vehicle is
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controlled by the local RSU, thereby, so that the number of nodes within two hop set can

be adjusted, to guarantee that each node can reserve at least one slot to transmit with

no transmission collisions.

4.4.1 The Default Channel Switching Approach

Dynamic channel switching approach can improve the channel resource utilization effi-

ciency, however, in the TDMA based MAP scheme, the unbalanced traffic density causes

the channel resource allocation conflict in the dynamical channel switching approach,

since the vehicle density within the communication range of different RSUs could be di-

verse. This problem is difficult to solve through the coordination between the RSUs. The

scenario shown in Fig. 4.5 illustrates the problem. In the case of unbalanced traffic flow,

assume that there are more vehicles traveling from left to right than the vehicles traveling

from right to left. Suppose there are 17 cars in the two-hop range of RSU2, and the

red-marked vehicle, occupies the 16th time slot. While there are only 10 nodes in the

two-hop range of RSU4, if utilizing the dynamical channel switching, the CCH interval

controlled by RSU4 would be shorter than that controlled by RSU2. When the vehicles

travels to the coverage of RSU4, its transmission could not be heard by RSU4, since RSU4

may have switched to the SCH. Thus, considering the stable time slot reservation for the

vehicles, the default channel switching (static channel switching) approach is utilized in

the MAP scheme. The RSUs can adjust the transmission range of the vehicles based on

the traffic density. As the vehicle density increases, the coverage of the RSU and the

transmission range of each vehicle should be reduced, so as to provide a high quality of

service for the transmission of the safety messages.
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RSU1RSU3 RSU2RSU4RSU5

CCH SCH CCH SCH

1616

Figure 4.5: The channel coordination conflict caused by the diverse traffic density under

different RSUs

4.4.2 Security Analysis

The MAP scheme provides the message integrity, authentication, traceability and de-

fend against various attacks through the standard cryptographic primitives including the

asymmetric key-based encryption. With the help of digital signatures, all entities verify

the digital signature to ensure the message integrity. With the certificate in the messages,

the sender is authenticated and verified. The encryption mechanisms ensure that the ad-

versary cannot open the encrypted messages by launching brute-force attacks. The replay

attacks would not be successful due to the usage of timestamp. Meanwhile, the adversary

cannot simulate an RSU or forge the RSU messages as the RSUs are connected and con-

trolled by the OpenFlow Controller by the central cloud. In order to defend against Sybil

attacks, we consider that each pseudonym has a expiry time and the new pseudonyms are

generated and distribute to the vehicles by the RSU cloud.

Based on the statement of corollaries 1 and 2, the RSUs can coordinate the vehicles to

change their pseudonyms with sufficient neighbors and increase their privacy level. The

privacy level of each vehicle is always larger than 0, so that the adversary always needs

time to link the new pseudonym to the old pseudonyms of the vehicle. Furthermore, the

group-confusion privacy metric is taken into consideration for the pseudonym changing of

each vehicle, when constructing the mix-zones, it is difficult for the GPA to continuously
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track a vehicle as it can not improve its posterior knowledge based on the vehicle’s location

information. All these vehicles are similar to the target vehicles, if the vehicles with

indistinguishable location information change their pseudonyms and transmission slots

simultaneously in the mix-zones. Thus, the time-to-confusion [80] of the adversary to track

a vehicle is constrained by the vehicle’s pseudonym age and its transmission slot usage

duration. The time-to-confusion measures the duration that an adversary could correctly

follow the trace until it could not determine the next sample of a vehicle with sufficient

certainty. In contrast, if the MAC layer transmission is not considered when changing

pseudonyms, the time-to-confusion could be unbounded by the pseudonym age as the

MAC layer semantic linking attack facilitates the linking of the new and old pseudonyms

of the targeted vehicles.

4.5 Simulation

4.5.1 Simulation Scenario

In order to evaluate the performances of the proposed scheme, extensive simulations are

conducted using Matlab by considering a city grid layout scenario. As shown in Fig. 4.6,

it consists of 16 square city blocks in a 10 km2 region. There are 9 large intersections

deployed with RSUs that are connected together. The central cloud is simulated to verify

the identities of all the nodes. The adversary can observe the transmission of all the nodes

in the network continuously, and try to track a randomly selected vehicle by collecting

its transmitted messages, analyzing its transmission patterns and linking its pseudonyms.

The transmission range of the RSUs and the vehicles is assumed to 250m. Each street

has two lanes with opposite driving directions. Vehicles with larger speed can go ahead of

the vehicles with lower speeds. Assume when a vehicle reaches a junction area, it chooses

on of all possible directions randomly. The traffic light is deployed at each intersection,
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with the duration of 1 minute. These vehicles always move within the simulation area and

never drive out. The vehicle located at an intersection can communicate with the vehicles

at both directions near the intersection. Each vehicle moves with a constant speed drawn

from the truncated normal distribution.

2
5
0
m

Figure 4.6: The simulation scenario for the MAP scheme

During the simulation, the vehicles are divided into two group, 80% start at the begin-

ning of simulation to listen to the transmission of the RSUs and reserve the transmission

slots, and the others are randomly activated during the following simulation. Each vehicle

is preloaded with 5 pseudonyms. Other simulation parameters are showed in Table 4.2.

We measure both the location privacy in terms of the average pseudonym age, anonymity

set size and the time-to-confusion, and the QoS of the safety message transmission in terms

of the collision rate and the PDR of the MAP scheme under different traffic densities.

The collision rate is defined as the number of collisions happened per vehicle per frame.

The pseudonym age starts to count when the pseudonym is utilized to transmit the first

message.

The performance of the MAP scheme is compared with other three different cross-layer

schemes.
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Table 4.2: Simulation Parameters in the MAP Scheme

Parameters Value

Lane length 500m

Lane width 5m

The number of lanes 2

The total number of vehicles [200:50:800]

The duration of each slot 0.25 ms

The cost of pseudonym changing 0.5

The privacy loss rate 0.2

tsmin 0.5 second

tsmax 1 second

The driving duration 20 minute

Rp 20m

• NMAP: vehicles apply the same pseudonym changing and channel accessing strate-

gies as defined by the MAP scheme. However, the transmission slots are not shuffled

by the RSUs when the vehicles change pseudonyms. Each vehicle re-selects new time

slot to reserve when it receives pre-warning of collision or detects a transmission col-

lision.

• PCS [58]: in the effective pseudonym changing at social spots (PCS) strategy, vehi-

cles stop transmitting the safety messages when they drive across the intersection,

and begin to construct the mix-zones. After vehicles leave the mix-zone, they start

to utilize the new pseudonyms to transmit in a distributed manner. In the MAC

layer, the standard IEEE 802.11p is applied.

• VeMAC [46]: the effective TDMA based VeMAC protocol is applied for the MAC

layer operation while the pseudonym changing is periodic for each vehicle. In the

VeMAC, three disjoint sets of time slots are assigned to the vehicles moving in

opposite directions, and RSUs.

• CFR-MAC [98]: in the effective TDMA based CFR-MAC protocol, the time slots
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are divided into two disjoint sets for the vehicles moving in opposite directions, and

each set is further divided into three subsets for the vehicles with different speed

levels.

4.5.2 Simulation Results

Fig. 4.7a shows the collision rate in schemes by using the different MAC protocols. The

simulation result shows that the transmission collision rate in the MAP scheme is close to

0, the collision rate of the CFR MAC protocol is slightly lower than that in VeMAC, and

the collision rate in the IEEE 802.11p protocol is the highest. In the MAP scheme, the

local RSU cloud can predict the transmission collision between vehicles, and the available

time slots can always be allocated by the RSUs to the vehicles that need to reserve time

slots. It is worth noting that the number of vehicles that need to reserve the new time

slots per frame is relatively small, so that the accessing collision rate in MAP is close

to zero. In VeMAC and CFR MAC, the merging collision that caused by the vehicle

mobility cannot be avoided. Vehicles that collide with each other need to re-select the

new time slots to reserve, which may further cause an accessing collision by choosing the

same slot. As the number of vehicles increases, the collision rate increases. At the same

time, the number of the available time slots is reduced, thereby causing the accessing

collision problem become more serious.

Fig. 4.7b shows the average PDR obtained in the different schemes. The PDR is

mainly affected by the packet loss rate that caused by three main reasons, the transmission

collisions, the accessing collisions when the vehicles reserve new transmission slots, and

the coordination and silent period during the pseudonym changing procedure taken by the

vehicles. In MAP scheme, the vehicle nodes nearly do not have transmission collisions with

the coordination from the RSUs. However, when the vehicles changing pseudonyms, they

need to suspend their transmission by receiving the coordination message from the RSUs,
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and keeping silent during the silent period to confuse the adversary. In VeMAC and CFR

MAC, as the number of vehicles increases, the transmission collisions caused by merging

collisions become the main reason for the degradation of the PDR in the IoV. In the

IEEE 802.11p, the pseudonym changing has little interference on the PDR of the safety

messages.

(a) Collision Rate (b) Average PDR

Figure 4.7: The average transmission collision rate and PDR in different schemes.

In the simulation, the average delay from the vehicles transmit the pseudonym request

messages to receive the set of new pseudonyms is evaluated, and compared with other

schemes, as shown in Fig. 4.8a. It shows that in the MAP scheme, the pseudonym

request delay can always be kept within the interval of a frame, which indicates that

the MAP scheme can ensure that the vehicles always have enough pseudonyms for the

safety message transmission, and achieve the privacy preservation. In the MAP scheme,

the efficient channel coordination ensures the transmission reliability of both the safety

messages and the pseudonym request messages. Whereas in the DSRC/WAVE protocol,

it shows that when the traffic density is high, the pseudonym request delay is increased. It

takes more than one frame for the vehicles to obtain the new pseudonyms, which is a risk
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to preserve the location privacy of the vehicles, and may affect the real-time transmission

of the safety messages.

In Fig. 4.8b, the pseudonym age in the different schemes are investigated. The

pseudonym age in the MAP and NMAP scheme is almost the same, and influenced by

the pseudonym change decision made by the RSU cloud. The IEEE 1609.2 protocol

applies the periodical pseudonym changing approach, thereby the pseudonym age staying

constant. In the PCS scheme, the frequency of the pseudonym changing is decided by

the frequency that vehicles encounters the road intersections. The scheme may be not

efficient to preserve the location privacy for the vehicles, since it much depends on the

traffic topology and the traveling route of the vehicles in the IoV. If the vehicles encounters

the intersections too frequently, it leads to the waste of pseudonyms. On the other hand,

if the distribution of intersections is sparse, it leads to a longer duration for the adversary

to track the vehicle, and even compromise the location privacy of the vehicles.

(a) Pseudonym Request Delay (b) Average Pseudonym Age

Figure 4.8: The average pseudonym request delay and pseudonym age in different schemes.

Fig. 4.9a shows the average anonymity set size when changing pseudonyms in the

different schemes. The PCS scheme obtains the largest anonymity set size, since all the
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vehicles driving across the intersections change their pseudonyms simultaneously. The

MAP and NMAP schemes achieves almost the same results. In the IEEE 1609.2, when the

traffic density is low, the vehicles may even change the pseudonyms with no cooperative

neighbors, i.e., the anonymity set size is 1. It cannot guarantee the unlinkability of the

pseudonyms, thereby compromising the location privacy of the vehicles.

Generally, when the pseudonym changing procedure could confuse the adversary, the

time-to-confusion of the adversary is constrained by the pseudonym age of the vehicle.

However, as we pointed out, the MAC layer context linking attack provides the clue for

the adversary to track the vehicle continuously by linking the traffic pattern of the same

vehicle. Thus, the design of the pseudonym schemes should guarantee the unlinkability

of the pseudonyms, and make the time-to-confusion of the adversary be bounded by

the pseudonym changing procedure. It is crucial to evaluate the time-to-confusion of the

pseudonym schemes. The simulation result shows the effect of the MAC layer operation on

the location privacy performance of different schemes. As Fig. 4.9b illustrates, the time-

to-confusion is limited in only the MAP and PCS schemes. In the MAP scheme, vehicles

change the pseudonyms with the transmission slots during the silent period, which cuts the

linking of the new pseudonym and old pseudonyms of vehicles in the network. In NMAP,

vehicles change pseudonyms without shuffling the transmission slots. Vehicles usually

acquire separately slots under the coverage of the RSU, and the mix-zone construction of

each vehicle is carried out by the same RSU. Thus, the adversary can distinguish each

vehicle based on its transmission slot index. Therefore, the time-to-confusion is limited

by the pseudonym age. In the NMAP and IEEE 1609.2 schemes, even though the vehicles

change pseudonyms, the adversary can still track the targeted vehicle continuously.

The simulation results conclude that the MAP scheme can guarantee the reliable,

secure and privacy preserving of the nodes, by the efficient coordination of both the

channel resources and pseudonyms in the IoV.
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(a) Average Anonymity Set Size (b) Average Time-to-Confusion

Figure 4.9: The average anonymity set size and time-to-confusion of the adversary in

different schemes.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented the SDN based three-layer system architecture, namely

SDIV for the IoV. In the SDIV, to manage the allocation of both the channel resources

and pseudonyms, a cross-layer scheme, MAP, is proposed in the SDIV to provide reliable

and privacy preserving transmissions for the nodes in the network. There are two tiers

of the SDIV for the MAP scheme to make the coordination decisions efficient. The

controller in the central cloud tier schedules the time slot information sharing between

the RSUs, and decide the transmission range for the vehicles. The RSUs act as the local

controller for the vehicles to coordinates vehicles to adaptively change pseudonyms and

access the wireless channels in a contention-free manner. The MAP scheme can provide

near-collision free transmission of the safety messages for the vehicles in the IoV. The

multi-channel transmission of the safety messages and security related messages ensures

that the safety message transmission is not affected by the security management, and also
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does not affect the privacy preserving of the vehicles in the network. By measuring the

privacy level of each vehicle in real time, the RSU cloud makes the pseudonym changing

decision for the surrounding vehicles, and leverages the group signature for vehicles to

change their pseudonyms synchronously. The security analysis and simulations results

verify the effectiveness of the MAP scheme. To the best of our knowledge, most previous

work considered the MAC layer protocol and pseudonym schemes separately. This work

shed light on the cross-layer protocol design for the SDN-enabled IoV as the security and

privacy preservation must be provided for all the layers.

The future work has planed to be carried out in two aspects. Firstly, we will con-

sider how to coordinate the transmission in the SCHs and optimize the channel resource

allocation between the RSUs with diverse traffic densities by the central controller. Sec-

ondly, how to manage and share the pseudonym resources between the RSUs with diverse

pseudonym demand and privacy requirements by the central controller will be solved.
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Chapter 5

Uncoordinated Pseudonym Changes

in Distributed Networks

5.1 Introduction

Distributed networks have rapidly gained popularity in practice, such as VANET, wireless

sensor network (WSN), mobile social network [27] and blockchains [118], where all net-

work participants disseminate messages in a fully distributed and open fashion. Privacy,

which includes identity privacy, unlinkability, non-repudiation, and accountability [119] is

a critical concern in distributed networks.

One practical and efficient approach for protecting privacy is to utilize pseudonyms to

represent participants without disclosure of their real identities [27]. Typically, pseudony-

mous communication is achieved by public key infrastructure (PKI) based cryptography

that assigns each individual a set of public key certificates and corresponding key pairs,

thereby providing authentication and data integrity while protecting identity privacy.

Moreover, the PKI based pseudonym scheme is expected to resist a Sybil attack, wherein

a malicious node pretend to be other nodes with multiple identities [56].

91
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Frequent and unlinkable pseudonym changes are the key to prevent de-anonymization,

as adversaries could continuously observe the pseudonyms and correlate the observed

pseudonyms [55]. Simple pseudonym changes may not be enough to guarantee the un-

linkability of pseudonyms, as the syntactic linking attack can be performed to link the

new and old pseudonyms when a node changes the pseudonym alone. When a node needs

to change its pseudonym, it needs to mix together with at least k − 1 peers, so as to

achieve the k-anonymity [120]. The set of the total k nodes is referred to as an anonymity

set, and k is the anonymity set size. The anonymity set size, defining the number of

nodes which change pseudonyms together, is one of the most widely adopted metrics to

measure the privacy of nodes. The larger the anonymity set is, the better identity privacy

can be achieved. Other metrics, such as entropy [66, 82], traceability [90] and time-to-

confusion [80], can be evaluated based on the anonymity set size, the similarity of users’

context and the adversary’s capability.

There have been a number of schemes developed in an attempt to achieve efficient and

unlinkable changes of pseudonyms in distributed networks. In VANET, mix-zones [121]

are exploited by vehicles in proximity to change their pseudonyms concurrently. In mobile

crowdsensing networks, pseudonym and mix-zone based privacy preserving framework

[122] is proposed to protect the users’ identities and trajectories to the application servers.

To protect the transaction privacy in Bitcoin [118], approaches such as Zerocash [123] and

CoinShuffle [124] are developed to mix pseudonymous transactions so as to prevent the

linkability of transactions made by the same user. Most of existing solutions achieve

privacy, either with the assistance of third trusted parties (TTPs) [66, 121, 125], or based

on pre-determined time or locations [58, 126], which could compromise flexibility, and be

susceptible to insider attacks.

Distributed pseudonym change strategies have been advocated to allow the nodes to

change pseudonyms by negotiating with each other. In [127], distributed pseudonym
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change is achieved by each vehicle via broadcasting cooperation request to its neighbors

to construct mix-zones in vehicular networks. In [128], a distributed location privacy pre-

serving strategy was proposed for delay tolerant networks, where each node can generates

multiple virtual nodes to increase the anonymity set size. Florian et. al [129] designed

an approach for the Bitcoin, namely BitNym, where pseudonyms were generated only

dependent on the transmission volumes of the nodes to prevent Sybil attacks, wherein a

malicious node pretend to be other nodes with multiple identities [56].

As pointed out by [129], pseudonyms are precious resources due to non-negligible

costs of generation, management and storage. For this reason, nodes may decline the

cooperation requests of pseudonym changes from the others. Incentive and game theoretic

techniques were adopted to motivate nodes to cooperate [130–132]. Unfortunately, the

cooperation or negotiation among the nodes could leak side information, and semantic

linking attacks [133] could be carried out to link pseudonyms of a node based on the

context of the node. In [81], the quality of privacy achieved in a distributed pseudonym

change strategy was analytically studied for vehicular networks, where a vehicle did not

change its pseudonym until it encountered at least one other vehicle to change together.

In [83], the cooperation probability of nodes was evaluated for a distributed pseudonym

change strategy, where each node still needed to broadcast pseudonym change invitations

to achieve distributed cooperation.

The changes of pseudonyms are associated with non-negligible costs. The generation

and management of pseudonyms can be costly to achieve the non-repudiation and account-

ability. Petit et. al [55] point out that the lifecycle of an efficient pseudonym scheme

consists of the pseudonym issuance, use, change, resolution and revocation. Changing

pseudonyms could also affect the transmission performance [89]. However, existing analy-

ses of the impact have been based on centralized pseudonym changes, or focused on appli-

cation (layer) performance with little consideration on the implementation of pseudonym
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changes. K. Emara [90] studied the effect of pseudonym changes on the safety applica-

tions, such as forward collision warning and lane change warning in vehicular networks.

In [91], the pseudonym management cost was analyzed in terms of communication delay.

In [92], the impact of pseudonym change and silent period was evaluated on an intersection

collision avoidance (ICA) system for driving assistance.

To the best of our knowledge, only a few studies, e.g., [61, 81], have to date designed

fully uncoordinated pseudonym change protocols for implementations in distributed net-

works. Neither of the studies have analyzed the impact of uncoordinated pseudonym

change protocols on the transmission performance. In [61], the periodic pseudonym change

approach is applied for the VANET. In [81], an analytical model was proposed to calcu-

late the anonymity set size, given the age of pseudonyms and broadcast rate, where the

nodes changed pseudonyms randomly without coordination or negotiation. The analyt-

ical model studied the expected anonymity set size of each vehicle, and the conditional

probability of a node changing its pseudonym together with its neighbors. The model

did not consider any silent period. The impact of the pseudonym change on the network

capacity was not studied.

Distinctively different from these existing researches, e.g., [61, 81], this chapter presents

a fully uncoordinated pseudonym change approach in distributed networks, where mul-

tiple nodes can suspend their transmissions and then randomly change pseudonyms to

confuse potential adversaries, and hence prevent the adversaries from establishing con-

nections between the pseudonyms. Given the network size, pseudonym lifetime, and

pseudonym change strategies, the silent period is analytically configured, under which

the k-anonymity is achieved without any cooperation between the nodes. Specifically, we

develop a new continuous-time Markov model to analyze the time-varying population of

changing pseudonyms by using the Kurtz’s theorem [101]. In turn, the silent period can

be minimized, and so can the capacity loss resulting from the pseudonym changes. The
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key contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows.

• In this chapter, a new analytical model is developed to analyze the uncoordinated

changes of pseudonyms. The time-varying population of changing pseudonyms is

proved to converge to a stationary distribution in the case of a large number of

nodes in a network.

• Given a privacy requirement of k-anonymity, critical conditions are analytically

established, under which the nodes can independently change their pseudonyms,

while still preserving privacy.

• With new proposed pseudonym change policies, the proposed model is demonstrated

to help configure policy parameters to minimize the change delay and the throughput

loss resulting from the delay, while preserving k-anonymity privacy.

• Validated by simulations, the accuracy of the proposed model improves, as the

number of nodes, N increases in the network. It is also shown when N is large, the

k-anonymity can be achieved in the uncoordinated fashion at negligible throughput

loss.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.2, the system model is

described. In section 5.3, the proposed model of the pseudonym aging and changing is

elaborated on, based on which the conditions of signaling-free pseudonym changes and

the optimal pseudonym change strategies are established. In section 5.4, numerical results

are provided, followed by conclusions in section 5.5.
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5.2 System Model

5.2.1 Attacker Model

In this chapter, we consider a GPA, denoted by A, which is assumed to be powerful

with visibility to all data packets disseminated in the network. The GPA can carry out

the linking attack in an attempt to de-anonymize the nodes by trying to establish the

connections between the pseudonyms of every node. Consider that messages are broadcast

in distributed networks with little coordination between peers. The GPA intends to

establish connections between the different pseudonyms of a node.

The tracking uncertainty of the GPA is measured by the privacy level of a node in

the network during its pseudonym change. Suppose that a node, e.g., node i, changes its

pseudonym at time T with the anonymity set size of k. Ui denotes the uncertainty level

of the GPA on the linking result of node i. By using the concept of entropy, Ui is given

by [82]

Ui(T ) = −
k∑
j=1

pj|ilog2(pj|i), (5.1)

where pj|i is the probability that the current pseudonym of node j is linked to the previous

pseudonym of node i, and
n∑
j=1

pj|i = 1, ∀i. The larger the value of Ui is, the more effort is

required for the GPA to perform an effective linking attack. Given the anonymity set size

k, we have Ui ≤ log2 k, where log2 k is obtained when pj|i = 1/k, ∀j. The capability of the

GPA is measured by the privacy loss rate of the nodes, denoted by β. The more capable

of the GPA, the higher privacy loss of the nodes in the network. Assume the tracking

uncertainty of the GPA against node i is Ui(t) at time t, and after time ∆t = Ui(t)
β

, the

privacy level of the node i becomes 0. It means that, given the privacy loss rate of the

nodes, the pseudonym age is bounded by the duration from the last pseudonym changing

to the privacy level becomes 0.
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5.2.2 Uncoordinated Pseudonym Change

As illustrated in Fig. 5.1, we consider a distributed network, where there are N nodes.

When one of the N nodes transmit a message, all other nodes can receive the message.

We assume there is a certificate authority (CA) at the TTP. The CA is responsible to

assign pseudonyms and corresponding certificates to all participating nodes in the net-

work. When a node, denoted by ui, joins the network, it registers at the CA to obtain

its master certificate, denoted by CERTi, and the corresponding key pair {PKi, SKi}

from the CA. After confirming the eligibility of ui, the CA generates a set of pseudonyms

for ui. To thwart Sybil attacks, each pseudonym is set up with a predefined lifetime and

only one pseudonym can be utilized at a time by the node. We define each pseudonym

as {PIDi, t
1
i , t

2
i }, where PIDi is the pseudonym of node ui, t

1
i is the activation time of

the pseudonym, and t2i is the expiry time of the pseudonym. The node can transmit

messages under a pseudonym continuously until the pseudonym expires, and then sus-

pends its transmission and replaces the pseudonym with a new one. The CA maintains

a local database to manage the identity information {RIDi, PKi, SKi, CERTi, P IDi}

for each node ui. When ui runs out of pseudonyms, it uses {PKi, SKi} and CERTi to

communicate with the CA securely and request new pseudonyms.

We assume the pseudonym change strategy is specified by the TTP, and adopted by all

the N nodes in a fully distributed, uncoordinated manner. The CA can estimate the capa-

bility of the GPA, and determine the appropriate pseudonym lifetime τ and corresponding

k-anonymity requirement. The specific pseudonym change strategy is defined by a func-

tion/policy that maps the pseudonym age to the pseudonym changing probability. Let

pi(z) denote the probability density function (PDF) under which node i, denoted by ui,

changes its pseudonym at age z. Define tu <∞ as the maximum value of the pseudonym

age,
∫ tu
0
p(z) = 1. Distinctively different from any existing approach, we design that each

node tracks its own pseudonym age and decides to change its current pseudonym based
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on p(z) without further coordination of the network or negotiation with the other nodes,

thus ensuring that the pseudonym change process does not leak any information.

We note that the CA and TTP have been the bottleneck for distributed networks.

Nevertheless, they are crucial to achieve non-repudiation, accountability and certificate

revocation in the networks. We propose to apply the approach that the nodes carry out

the pseudonym change procedures in a distributed manner, without coordination from

the CA or TTP. Whereas the nodes still need to be authenticated by the CA and the

pseudonyms still need to be assigned by the TTP. Moreover, a number of pseudonyms

can be preassigned to each node, and each pseudonym can be utilized effectively towards

the end of its lifetime. By this means, the interactions between the nodes and TTP are

dramatically reduced, while the non-repudiation and accountability can still be provided.

A potential application for the uncoordinated pseudonym change is future Internet-

of-Things (IoT), where thousands of, or even tens of thousands of sensors can collect

sensitive data and upload the data in an asynchronous manner with no coordination

between the sensors. The identity privacy and the location privacy of the sensors is im-

portant to protect source location privacy. Another potential application is to prevent

adversaries from tracking vehicles and personnel. Continuously growing data exchange

between vehicles/personnel and the Internet has been increasingly facilitating eavesdrop-

ping and linking attacks on the vehicles/personnel. In both applications, non-repudiation

and accountability of the sensors or vehicles/personnel are important, so that the sensors,

vehicles and personnel are expected to be traceable at the TTP.

5.3 Proposed Analytical Model

In this section, a new analytical model is proposed to analyze uncoordinated changes

of pseudonyms in the network of interest. We are particularly interested in the inter-
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of the system of interest, where the pseudonyms of the nodes

change in an uncoordinated, distributed fashion.

action between pseudonym lifetime, pseudonym change strategy, the number of nodes,

and the privacy requirement of the nodes. In the proposed model, the evolution of users’

pseudonym age is captured. This facilitates configuring pseudonym change policies with

which privacy can be protected through independent changes of pseudonyms without co-

ordination or negotiation. The impact of the pseudonym change and privacy requirement

on the throughput is also analyzed. Notations used in this chapter are listed in Table 5.1.

5.3.1 Modeling of Pseudonym Aging and Changing

Let τi denote the pseudonym lifetime of node ui, and Zi(t) denote the age of the current

pseudonym, Zi(t) = t − tci , where t is the current time, and tci ≤ t is the time of the

last pseudonym changed. When the current pseudonym expires, i.e., Zi(t) = τi, the node

suspends its transmission and changes the pseudonym with the probability pi(z) at age

Zi(t) = z ≥ τi. For illustration convenience, we consider a homogeneous system with

the same pseudonym lifetime τ and pseudonym change strategy p(z) for every node. The
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subscript “i” is suppressed for brevity.

Table 5.1: Notation and Description in Chapter 5

Notations Description

N The number of nodes in the system

k The anonymity set size required for

privacy preservation

ui A representative node i

p(z) The PDF of changing pseudonym at age z

P (z) The CDF corresponding to p(z)

q(z) The PDF of the pseudonym has not

changed before its age reaches z

f(z|q(z)) The conditional PDF that a pseudonym

changes at age z under the condition

that it has not changed before

τ The lifetime of each pseudonym

tu The maximum value of pseudonym age

ni The anonymity set size achieved by ui

Zi(t) The pseudonym age of ui at time t

Z(N)(t) = {Zi(t)}Ni=1 The pseudonym age of all nodes

in the system at time t

Ri(t) The instantaneous transmission rate

of ui at time t

γ(z) The throughput loss ratio caused

by pseudonym changing at age z

M(z, t) The occupancy measure of pseudonyms

with age z at time t in the system

FM(z, t) The CDF of the pseudonym age

distribution in the system at time t

As illustrated in Fig. 5.2, the evolution of each node’s pseudonym age follows two

processes: a linearly pseudonym aging process, and a jump process. In the pseudonym

aging process, the pseudonym age is shorter than τ , and it increases as the time elapses.

When the pseudonym age is equal to or older than τ , the pseudonym changes at age z
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with PDF p(z), and the pseudonym age jumps to 0. After changing the pseudonym, the

evolution of the pseudonym age transits to the aging process. Therefore, Zi(t),∀i ∈ [1, N ]

is a continuous time, recurrent and irreducible Markov process.

Our approach for the theoretical development is first to prove that, given an arbitrary

initial distribution of the ratio of the pseudonyms with age z at time 0, denoted by M(z, 0),

the evolution of the ratio over time, M(z, t), ∀z ∈ [0, tu] asymptotically converges to a

density dependent jump Markov process with Lipschitz property. In other words, M(z, t)

asymptotically converges to a stationary process, denoted by m(z), as the number of

nodes in the network rises. Then, we derive the stationary distribution, m(z), and prove

its uniqueness. We also establish the dependence of the stationary distribution of the

pseudonym age under the pseudonym change strategy p(z) and the pseudonym lifetime

τ , which is key to evaluate the anonymity set size of a node in the network, as will be

articulated in Section 5.3.2.

Jump process:

Aging Process:Aging process:
The node supends  

transmission

The node changes 
pseudonym

The node uses the  
pseudonym to transmit

1 q(z)

p(z)1

Figure 5.2: The pseudonym evolution process of each node

Denote the pseudonym ages of all nodes at any time t as a label-free, orderless set,

Z(N)(t) = {Z1(t), Z2(t), · · · , ZN(t)}. Therefore, for any permutation σ(·) of the indexes

{1, 2, · · · , N}, we have

Z(N)(t) = {Z1(t), Z2(t), · · · , ZN(t)}

= {Zσ(1)(t), Zσ(2)(t), · · · , Zσ(N)(t)}.
(5.2)
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Based on (5.2), Z(N)(t) collects the ages of all pseudonym, and it is an N -dimensional

continuous time Markov process. The evolution of Z(N)(t) can be interpreted as the

transition rate of the ratio (or population) of the pseudonyms with age z,∀z ∈ [0, tu] at

any given time t. The ratio of the pseudonyms with age z at time t, M(z, t), is given by

M(z, t) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

δ(z), (5.3)

where δ(·) stands for the Dirac measure, and M(z, t) ∈ {0, 1
N
, 2
N
, · · · , 1},∀z ∈ [0, tu].

Theorem 1. Given any initial state of M(z, t), i.e., M(z, 0), for any T > 0,

Pr{ lim
N→∞

sup
0≤t≤T

‖M(z, t)−m(z)‖ = 0} = 1 a.s. (5.4)

Proof. We prove this theorem by applying Kurtz’s theorem [101] to M(z, t), which yields

the following properties:

• M(z, t), ∀z ∈ [0, tu] is a density dependent Markov process with state space s(m) =

{0, 1
N
, 2
N
, · · · , 1},∀m(z). Each m(z, t), ∀z ∈ [0, tu] admits a density of Z(N)(t),

which is a recurrent and irreducible continuous-time Markov process. Thus, M(z, t)

is a density dependent Markov process.

• Convergence of initial condition of M(z, t): given any Z(N)(0), the initial condition

of M(z, t), i.e., M(z, 0), for any z ∈ [0, tu], is deterministic.

• Bounded jump rate: as discussed, Z (N)(t) is a recurrent and irreducible continuous-

time Markov process. Each pseudonym changes at the age of no shorter than τ .

Therefore the jump rate of M(z, t) for any z ∈ [0, tu] is upper bounded by 1/τ , i.e.,

∂M(z,t)
∂t
≤ 1

τ
,∀z ∈ [0, tu].

• Lipschitz property: The differential equation for the evolution of M(z, t), ∀z ∈ [0, tu],

satisfies the Lipschitz condition, of which the definition is given as below [134].

Definition 1. A function f : [a, b]→ R is said to satisfy the Lipschitz condition if
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there is a constant L such that

|f(x)− f(x
′
)| ≤ L|x− x′|,∀x, x′ ∈ [a, b]. (5.5)

Given these properties of M(z, t), Theorem 1 can be readily proved with Kurtz’s theorem.

�

By capturing the evolution of M(z, t) by a set of partial differential equations (PDEs),

m(z) can be obtained, as presented in the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Given any initial state of M(z, t), i.e., M(z, 0), M(z, t), ∀z ∈ [0, tu] has a

unique stationary distribution, m(z), which is given by

m(z) =


1

τ +
∫ tu
τ
q(z)dz

, if z ∈ [0, τ)

q(z)

τ +
∫ tu
τ
q(z)dz

, if z ∈ [τ, tu].

(5.6)

Proof. The evolution of M(z, t) satisfies the following PDEs for any t ≥ 0:

∂M(z, t)

∂t
=

− ∂M(z, t)

∂z
, if z ∈ [0, τ)

− ∂M(z, t)

∂z
+M(z, t)p(z|q(z)), if z ∈ [τ, tu].

(5.7)

We prove Eq.(5.7) by characterizing the evolution of the cumulative distribution function

(CDF) of M(z, t), denoted by F (z, t). At any time t, F (z, t) is calculated as

FM(z, t) =

∫ z

0

M(s, t)ds, (5.8)

where FM(z, t) gives the proportion of nodes with pseudonym age no longer than z at

time t, and FM(∞, t) = 1 ∀t. Based on the population dynamics, the evolution of FM(z, t)

can be written as

∂FM(z, t)

∂t
= −∂FM(z, t)

∂z
+

∫ tu

z

f(s|q(s))M(s, t)ds, (5.9)
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where q(z) = 1−
∫ z
τ
p(s)ds is the probability that a pseudonym does not change when its

age reaches z; and f(z|q(z)) is the conditional PDF that a pseudonym changes at age z

under the condition that it has not changed before.

In (5.9), −∂FM (z,t)
∂z

is the decrease rate of FM(z, t): during [t− ∂t, t), the pseudonyms

with age in the range of [z − ∂t, z) become older than z. As a result, these pseudonyms

are removed from FM(z, t).
∫ tu
z
f(s|q(s))M(s, t)ds is the increase rate of FM(z, t): if node

i with pseudonym age of no shorter than z changes the pseudonym during [t − ∂t, t),

the age is reset to 0, thus it contributes to the growth of FM(z, t). In contrast, if the

user’s pseudonym age is shorter than z at t, its pseudonym changes during [t− ∂t, t) and

its pseudonym age is reset to 0 which is still shorter than z. This causes no change to

FM(z, t). In this sense, (5.9) captures the changing rate of the population of nodes with

pseudonym ages no longer than z.

Since p(z) = 0 for z < τ , the corresponding transition rate of M(z, t) can be derived

by taking derivative of F (z, t), which is given by (5.7). Based on Theorem 1, M(z, t) has

a unique stationary distribution, which is obtained when the transition rate is 0, i.e.,

∂M(z, t)

∂t
= 0,∀z ∈ [0, tu]. (5.10)

Moreover, we have
∫ tu
0
M(z, t) = 1. By substituting (5.7) into (5.10) and then solving

(5.10), we can confirm that (5.10) has a unique solution, as given in (5.6). This conclude

the proof of Theorem 2. �

5.3.2 Anonymity Set Size and Throughput Loss

The anonymity set of each node ui, denoted by ni, ni ∈ N+, includes itself and the peers

who are indistinguishable during the pseudonym change procedure. Since the network

of interest is homogeneous, when ui changes its pseudonym at time t, the anonymity

set size only depends on the distribution of the pseudonym ages in the network, i.e.,
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M(z, t), ∀z ∈ [0, tu]. Based on Theorems 1 and 2, we can establish the following corollaries.

Corollary 3. Suppose that N � 1. When node ui changes its pseudonym at age z with

p(z) > 0, ∀z ∈ [τ, tu], the anonymity set size of the node becomes stationary and is given

by

ni(z) =


N(
∫ tu
τ
q(z)dz + (z − τ))

τ +
∫ tu
τ
q(z)dz

, if z ∈ [τ, 2τ)

N, if z ∈ [2τ, tu].

(5.11)

Proof. When node ui changes its pseudonym at age z (with the corresponding PDF,

p(z) > 0) at time t, the anonymity set size of the node is equal to the number of

nodes who suspend transmissions but have yet to change pseudonyms until the expiry

of the pseudonym of node ui, denoted by n1
i (z, t), and the number of nodes who sus-

pend transmissions while ui suspends its transmission, denoted by n2
i (z, t). Therefore,

ni(z, t) = n1
i (z, t) + n2

i (z, t), and

n1
i = N

∫ tu

τ

M(z, t)dz, (5.12)

n2
i =


N

∫ z−τ

0

M(τ, t)ds, if z ∈ [τ, 2τ)

N

∫ τ

0

M(τ, t)ds, if z ∈ [2τ, tu].

(5.13)

Based on Theorem 2, when M(z, t) converges to m(z), (5.11) is obtained by substi-

tuting (5.6) into (5.12) and (5.13). This concludes the proof. �

Corollary 4. Given that ni changes its pseudonym at age z with p(z) > 0, ∀z ∈ [τ, tu],

for N � 1, the distribution of ni is stationary, and ni satisfies

ni ≥
N
∫ tu
τ
q(z)dz

τ +
∫ tu
τ
q(z)dz

, (5.14)
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ni ≤ min

N
(∫ tu

τ
q(z)dz + (tu − τ)

)
τ +

∫ tu
τ
q(z)dz

,N

 , (5.15)

E(ni) =
N∑
n=0

n · π̂(n) =
2N
∫ tu
τ
q(z)dz

τ +
∫ tu
τ
q(z)dz

, (5.16)

where π̂(n) is the probability of ni = n. From (5.11) and (5.16), the distribution and

expectation of ni only depend on the pseudonym change strategy p(z).

Proof. This corollary can be readily proved based on (4) and (9), and the proof is sup-

pressed for brevity. �

We are particularly interested in the condition under which the required anonymity

set size can be achieved without cooperation between the nodes. Based on the above two

corollaries, the following corollary is established.

Corollary 5. Given the k-anonymity requirement, ni ≥ k is required for each node ui

to preserve its identity privacy. The pseudonym change strategy p(z) needs to satisfy the

following conditions to achieve the privacy without coordination or negotiation among the

nodes: 
∫ tu

τ

p(z) = 1∫ tu

τ

q(z)dz ≥ τk

(N − k)
.

(5.17)

Proof. This corollary can be achieved by deriving the correlation among the pseudonym

lifetime τ , pseudonym change strategy p(z), and the k-anonymity requirement. Specif-

ically, the minimum anonymity set size of each node should be no smaller than k, i.e.,

N
∫ tu
τ (z)dz

τ+
∫ tu
τ q(z)dz

≥ k in (5.14), which leads to (5.17). �

We are also interested in the impact of the pseudonym change strategy on the trans-

mission performance in the system. Assume the transmission of each node ui follows the
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Poisson distribution with parameter λi. Since each node only transmits data during the

lifetime of each pseudonym, the throughput loss during the use of a pseudonym which

changes at age z, z ∈ [τ, tu], is calculated as

γ(z) = 1− τ

z
. (5.18)

Given the pseudonym change strategy p(z), the distribution of the ratio of the throughput

loss per node, denoted by π(γ), is given by

π(γ) =
τ

(1− γ)2
p(

τ

1− γ
), γ ∈ [0, 1− τ

tu
]. (5.19)

Based on (5.19), the expected throughput loss per node, denote by E(γ), is given by

E(γ) = 1− τ
∫ tu

τ

p(z)

z
dz. (5.20)

Based on (5.17) and (5.18), the following corollary is presented.

Corollary 6. Given any pseudonym change strategy, the minimum expected pseudonym

age is Nτ
N−k , and the throughput loss is negligible if N � k in the network.

Proof. Based on (5.17), when the lower bound of
∫ tu
τ
q(z)dz, i.e.,

∫ tu
τ
q(z)dz = τk

N−k , is

satisfied in the pseudonym change strategy, we obtain:∫ tu

τ

P (z)dz = tu −
Nτ

N − k
, (5.21)

where P (z) =
∫ z
τ
p(s)ds. Therefore, the expected pseudonym age is given by

z̄ =

∫ tu

τ

zp(z)dz =
Nτ

N − nc
. (5.22)

Based on (5.18), (5.20), the expected throughput loss ratio caused by the pseudonym

change in the system can be approximated to (z̄ − τ)/z̄ = k/(N − k). When N is large,

the throughput loss becomes negligible. �
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As revealed in Corollary 6, to preserve the identity privacy, i.e., to achieve the k-

anonymity, is at the cost of the network capability (or in other words, the number of

transmissions under each pseudonym). Every node has to either change its pseudonym

more frequently, or activate multiple pseudonyms at an instant, so as to increase the

anonymity set size and protect its identity privacy [128].

5.3.3 Evaluation of Pseudonym Change Strategies

In this section, several simple pseudonym change strategies with different PDFs, p(z), are

proposed and optimized.

a. Uniform pseudonym change strategy

This is the strategy where, when any node ui’s pseudonym expires, it selects a random

silent period within [0, tu − τ ] to suspend its transmission, and changes the pseudonym

after the silent period in a distributed fashion, i.e.,

p(z) =

 0, if z ∈ [0, τ);

1
tu−τ , if z ∈ [τ, tu].

(5.23)

Therefore, q(z) and f(z|q(z)) are given by

q(z) =

 1, if z ∈ [0, τ);

tu−z
tu−τ , if z ∈ [τ, tu],

(5.24)

and

f(z|q(z)) =

 0, if z ∈ [0, τ);

1
tu−z , if z ∈ [τ, tu].

(5.25)

By substituting (5.23), (5.24) and (5.25) into (5.6), m(z) can be obtained as:

m(z) =


1

1
2
(τ+tu)

, if z ∈ [0, τ);

tu−z
1
2
(τ+tu)(tu−τ)

, if z ∈ [τ, tu].
(5.26)
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From (5.11), the anonymity set size is ni ∈
[
N(tu−τ)
τ+tu

, 3N(tu−τ)
τ+tu

]
, and the expected anonymity

set size is E(ni) = 2N tu−τ
τ+tu

. The minimum anonymity set size is expected to be no

smaller than k, to preserve privacy. Therefore, tu ≥ (N+k)τ
N−k needs to be guaranteed.

Denote the lower bound of tu as tlu, t
l
u = (N+k)τ

N−k , based on (5.19), the throughput loss

in the system is lower bounded by γ =
tu−τ(1+ln N+k

N−k )

tu−τ > k
2N

, which can be simplified to

γ =
(N+k)−(N−k)(1+ln(N+k

N−k ))
2k

.

b. Exponential pseudonym change strategy

When a distributed exponential pseudonym change strategy is applied, the nodes change

their pseudonyms at any age z that is exponentially distributed within [τ,+∞):

p(z) =

 0, if z ∈ [0, τ);

we−w(z−τ), if z ∈ [τ,∞].
(5.27)

Therefore, q(z) and f(z|q(z)) are given by

q(z) =

 1, if z ∈ [0, τ);

e−w(z−τ), if z ∈ [τ, tu],
(5.28)

and

f(z|q(z)) =

 0, if z ∈ [0, τ);

w, if z ∈ [τ,∞).
(5.29)

By substituting (5.27), (5.28) and (5.29) into (5.6), m(z) can be obtained as

m(z) =


1

τ+ 1
w

, if z ∈ [0, τ);

1
τ+ 1

w

e−w(z−τ), if z ∈ [τ,∞).
(5.30)

The anonymity set size is ni ∈
[
N

1
w

τ+ 1
w

, N
]
, and the expected anonymity set size of

each node is E(ni) = 2N
1
w

τ+ 1
w

. Accordingly, 1/w should be no less than τk
N−k to guarantee

that the anonymity set size of each node is no smaller than k. By setting w = N−k
τk

, the
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throughput loss of the system is calculated as 1− Γ(0, N−k
k

)N−k
k
e
N−k
k , where Γ(0, N−k

k
) =∫∞

N−2k
k

e−1e−tdt, is the upper incomplete Gamma function.

c. Linear pseudonym change strategy

When a distributed linear pseudonym change strategy is applied, the nodes change the

pseudonyms at any age with a linearly decreasing PDF within [τ, tu], as given by

p(z) =

 0, if z ∈ [0, τ);

2(tu−z)
(tu−τ)2 , if z ∈ [τ, tu].

(5.31)

Therefore, q(z) and f(z|q(z)) are given by

q(z) =

 1, if z ∈ [0, τ);

(tu−z)2
(tu−τ)2 , if z ∈ [τ, tu],

(5.32)

and

f(z|q(z)) =

 0, if z ∈ [0, τ);

2
tu−τ , if z ∈ [τ, tu].

(5.33)

By substituting (5.31), (5.32) and (5.33) into (5.6), m(z) can be obtained as:

m(z) =


1

τ+ tu−τ
3

, if z ∈ [0, τ)

(tu−z)2
(τ+ tu−τ

3
)(tu−τ)2

, if z ∈ [τ, tu].
(5.34)

The anonymity set size is ni ∈
[
N(tu−τ)
2τ+tu

, 4N(tu−τ)
2τ+tu

]
, and the expected anonymity set size is

2N(tu−τ)
2τ+tu

. Since N(tu−τ)
2τ+tu

≥ k, i.e., tu ≥ τ(N+2k)
N−k is required to guarantee the anonymity set

size of each node is no smaller than k. Denote the lower bound of tu as tlu, t
l
u = τ(N+2k)

N−k , the

throughput loss of the system is lower bounded by 1− 2τ(tu(ln
tu
τ
−1)+τ)

(tu−τ)2 , which is simplified

to 1− 2(N−k)((N+2k)(ln(N+2k
N−k )−1)+(N−k))

(3k)2
.
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d. Triangle pseudonym change strategy

When an isosceles-triangle distributed pseudonym change strategy is applied, the PDF of

the pseudonym changes at age z can be written as

p(z) =


0, if z ∈ [0, τ);

4(z−τ)
(tu−τ)2 , if z ∈ [τ, tu+τ

2
);

4(tu−z)
(tu−τ)2 , if z ∈ [ tu+τ

2
, tu].

(5.35)

Therefore, q(z) and f(z|q(z)) are given by

q(z) =



1, if z ∈ [0, τ);

(tu−τ)2−2(z−τ)2
(tu−τ)2 , if z ∈ [τ, tu+τ

2
);

2(tu−z)2
(tu−τ)2 , if z ∈ [ tu+τ

2
, tu],

(5.36)

and

f(z|q(z)) =



0, if z ∈ [0, τ);

4(z−τ)
(tu−τ)2−2(z−τ)2 , if z ∈ [τ, tu+τ

2
);

2
tu−z , if z ∈ [ tu+τ

2
, tu].

(5.37)

Similarly, m(z) can be derived as:

m(z) =


1

1
2
(tsp+τ)

, if z ∈ [0, τ)

2(tu−τ)2−4(z−τ)2
(tu+τ)·(tu−τ)2 , if z ∈ [τ, tu+τ

2
)

4(tu−z)2
(tsp+τ)·(tu−τ)2 , if z ∈ [ tu+τ

2
, tu]

(5.38)

The anonymity set size is ni ∈
[
N(tu−τ)
τ+tu

, 3N(tu−τ)
τ+tu

]
, and the expected anonymity set size

is E(ni) = 2N(tu−τ)
τ+tu

. To guarantee N(tu−τ)
τ+tu

≥ k, tu ≥ τ(N+k)
N−k is required. Denote the lower

bound of tu as tlu, t
l
u = τ(N+k)

N−k , the throughput loss of the system is lower bounded by

1 +
4τ2 ln( τ+tu

2τ )+4τtu ln( τ+tu
2tu

)
(tu−τ)2

, which can be simplified to 1 +
(N−k)2 ln( k

N−k )+(N2−k2) ln( N
N+k

)

k2 .
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The above analysis indicates that the lifetime of the pseudonyms has little impact on

the throughput loss ratio in the four example pseudonym change strategies. Moreover,

the expected pseudonym age achieved for the four pseudonym change strategies is equal

to the result derived in (5.22). In other words, given the age threshold and k-anonymity

requirement, the expected pseudonym age is the same for all the continuous pseudonym

change strategies.

5.4 Validation with Simulations

5.4.1 Simulation Setup

A lightweight discrete-time simulator is developed based on the Matlab platform to assess

different pseudonym change strategies, where a every node is preassigned the pseudonyms.

The length of every time-slot is µ seconds, µ � τ . For initialization, every node joins

the network by randomly selecting a time-slot and the first pseudonym, and starting to

send data packets under the pseudonym. We are particularly interested in the impact

of the initial distribution of Z(N)(0) on the steady-state performance of identity privacy.

Three initial distributions of Z(N)(0) are considered, with the Poisson, uniform or normal

distributions, as described in section 5.3. The lifetime of each pseudonym is τ . The

nodes also set up their silent periods (randomly) within [0, tu − τ ] based on the different

strategies. Data packets are transmitted during the lifetime of an active pseudonym.

We assume that the packet transmissions of a node follow a Poisson distribution with

the average transmit rate of λ (in packets per second), as described in section 5.3. A GPA

attacker is set up to observe all the nodes’ transmissions and their active pseudonyms

in use. The attacker can initiate the linking attacks based on its observations on the

transmissions and active pseudonyms in an attempt to establish the connections between

the different pseudonyms of a node over time. The performance of the attacker is measured
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by its uncertain level Ui [82]. In the simulations, we set λ = 1 packet per second, and

τ = 100 seconds. The other parameters, such as tu, k and N are provided in the captions

of individual simulation figures.

5.4.2 Convergence of the Pseudonym Age Distribution

Fig. 5.3 demonstrates the age distribution in the uniform pseudonym change strategy

with different initial pseudonym age distributions, and tu is set to be the optimized value

derived in the proposed model, i.e., tu = τ(N+k)
N−k . At least 50 pseudonyms are changed

per node to plot each of the distributions. The simulation results validate the analytical

model, and show that, as the number of nodes increases, the pseudonym age distribution

converges increasingly fast and becomes close to the analytical result.

We also observe that the initial distribution of the pseudonym ages only affects the time

for the pseudonym age distribution to stabilize and converge to the stationary distribution.

The initial distribution has little impact on the final stationary distributions.

(a) N = 50 (b) N = 500 (c) N = 5000

Figure 5.3: The PDF of the pseudonym age distribution when applying the uniform

pseudonym change strategy with k = 10 and different number of nodes in the network.
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(a) tu = τN
N−k (b) tu = τ(N+2k)

N−k

Figure 5.4: The CDF of the anonymity set size with N = 500, k = 10, and tu = τN
N−k and

tu = τ(N+2k)
N−k , optimized for the exponential strategy and linear strategy, respectively.

5.4.3 k-Anonymity versus Throughput Loss

Figs. 5.4a and 5.4b plot the CDF of the anonymity set size obtained under different

pseudonym change strategies, where k = 10 and N = 500. We take tu = τN
N−k , optimized

for the exponential strategy, in Fig. 5.4a; and tu = τ(N+2k)
N−k , optimized for the linear

strategy, in Fig. 5.4b. For comparison purpose, we also simulate a periodic pseudonym

change approach developed in [61], where each node changes its pseudonym immediately

after the expiration of the previous one; and a random pseudonym change approach

developed in [81], where each node changes its pseudonym after a uniformly distributed

random period within [0, tu].

Fig. 5.4a shows that only the proposed exponential strategy achieves the k-anonymity.

Not all the nodes can achieve the k-anonymity in the other five strategies. Fig. 5.4b

demonstrates that all the four proposed pseudonym change strategies can achieve the

k-anonymity, with the exponential strategy achieving the largest anonymity set size. The

reason is that these strategies require different silent periods for all the nodes to achieve
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the k-anonymity. We also observe that the expected achievable anonymity set sizes of the

four proposed strategies are almost twice of the k-anonymity requirement, and the largest

achievable anonymity set size is nearly three times of the requirement. In contrast, the

anonymity set size is much smaller than k in the periodic pseudonym change strategy

[61] and the random change strategy [81]. The reason is that, when each node changes

pseudonyms immediately with no silent period [61, 81], the node may not be able to gather

enough peers to achieve the k-anonymity.

In Fig. 5.5a, we evaluate the average pseudonym age, the number of pseudonyms

needed for a node to transmit 104 packets, and the throughput loss resulting from the

pseudonym changes, as the number of nodes N increases. Different pseudonym change

strategies and network scales are taken into account. The pseudonym change threshold,

tu, in the periodic and random pseudonym change strategy [61, 81] are set up as τ initially,

and updated iteratively until the anonymity set size of each node always guarantees the k-

anonymity. In the proposed four strategies, both the pseudonym age and throughput loss

decreases, as the number of nodes increases. It is noted that the expected pseudonym ages

of the four strategies are the same, and thus their throughput losses are nearly the same.

When the number of nodes in the network is large, the throughput loss is negligible and

the performances of the different pseudonym change strategies converge. In other words, a

sufficiently large network can inherently preserve the identity privacy to the nodes without

need for coordination or negotiation, and achieve the k-anonymity at a negligible loss of

throughput. We see that, each node needs to change the pseudonyms more frequently

to achieve the required k-anonymity under the two existing strategies [61, 81]. In the

periodic [61] and random [81] pseudonym change strategies, without silent period, the

pseudonym changes do not affect the throughput, but need a much larger number of

pseudonyms, especially when the number of nodes is small or the k-anonymity requirement

is stringent. This would increase the interactions between the TTP and the nodes with
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（a) Expectation of Pseudonym Age

（b) Required Number of Pseudonyms

(c) Throughput Loss Ratio

（a) Expectation of Pseudonym Age

（b) Required Number of Pseudonyms

(c) Throughput Loss Ratio

Figure 5.5: The pseudonym age and throughput loss of different pseudonym change strate-

gies under different number of nodes and k-anonymity requirements in the network.
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growing possibility of side information leakage in the existing approaches [61, 81].

In Fig. 5.5b, we evaluate the average pseudonym age, the number of pseudonyms

needed, and the throughput loss, as the k-anonymity requirement becomes increasingly

stringent. We see that the time required to gather enough nodes for the k-anonymity

increases under each of the four proposed pseudonym change strategies, and the through-

put loss also becomes increasingly severe, with the increasingly stringent k-anonymity

requirement. For the two existing strategies [61, 81], the pseudonym age decreases with

the increasingly stringent k-anonymity requirement. When the number of nodes is small,

the difference of the pseudonym age is large among the six strategies. The difference

diminishes as the number of nodes rises. This observation indicates that the design of the

pseudonym change strategy can have strong impact on the performance of the network,

especially when the network is small.

Figure 5.6: The simulated average uncertainty level of the GPA with the pseudonym

lifetime τ = 100 seconds and the silent period τ − tu = 2 seconds in the proposed

pseudonym change strategies.

The GPA’s uncertainty level is also simulated and plotted under different pseudonym

change strategies. Fig. 5.6 plots the uncertainty level with the increasing number of
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Figure 5.7: The simulated average uncertainty level of the GPA with the pseudonym

lifetime τ = 100 seconds and different throughput losses. The uncertain levels of the two

existing approaches are provided as the reference lines.

nodes. In the periodic pseudonym change strategy [61], every node changes its pseudonym

periodically every tu seconds. In the random strategy, every node updates its pseudonym

randomly within [0, tu] seconds [81]. The result shows that the GPA’s uncertainty level of

the existing two strategies is nearly the same, and much smaller than it is in the proposed

four pseudonym change strategies. Fig. 5.7 plots the GPA’s uncertainty level of the

proposed pseudonym change strategies, as the throughput loss of the strategies increases.

We also plot the uncertainty level under the two existing strategies [61, 81] for reference

purpose, since the two existing strategies do not incur any throughput loss at the cost

of privacy. It is shown that when the number of nodes is large, even a very short silent

period is able to preserve the identity privacy of the nodes with nearly negligible cost of

throughput in the proposed strategies. When the number of nodes is small, the ability

of the proposed pseudonym change strategies to trade throughput for privacy becomes

important. It allows the proposed strategies to substantially outperform the existing

methods [61, 81] in terms of privacy.
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5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter,fully uncoordinated pseudonym changing approach is proposed to pre-

serve the privacy in distributed networks. The nodes in the network can change their

pseudonym without any interaction or coordination from the infrastructures, by suspend-

ing their transmissions and then randomly change pseudonyms to confuse potential ad-

versaries. The distributed network provides an inherent privacy for the nodes, when

the network is large. A new analytical mode has been developed to analyze the privacy

of fully distributed changes of pseudonyms, where the pseudonym aging and changing

is modeled and formulated mathematically. Given the network size, pseudonym lifetime,

and pseudonym change strategies, the silent period is analytically configured, under which

the k-anonymity is achieved without any cooperation between the nodes, while minimiz-

ing the throughput loss of the network. Validated by simulations, the proposed analytical

model confirms that, when N is large, the k-anonymity inherently provided by the net-

work is able to preserve the privacy for nodes and incur negligible throughput loss. The

throughput loss resulting from the pseudonym changes can diminish with the growth of

N .

In the future, the proposed analytical model and algorithms applied for heterogeneous

works where the nodes can have different requirements and transmission patterns will

be developed. Another promising research topic is to integrate the proposed distributed

pseudonym change strategies for practical applications.
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Chapter 6

Thesis Conclusion and Future Work

Based on the above chapters, we comprehensively summarize the research contribution of

the thesis in this chapter, and point out the future research directions.

6.1 Thesis Conclusion

This paper combines the hot field and the challenges in the development of the VANETs,

optimizes the performance of the MAC protocols to improve the transmission reliability

of the safety related messages, and studies the pseudonym schemes, so as to ensure the

reliable, secure and privacy preserving transmission in the VANETs. The main research

innovations and contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.

1. The MAC Layer Context Linking Attack Resistant Pseudonym Scheme

The thesis proposes an integrated pseudonym scheme, namely the MARP scheme,

to guarantee not only the privacy preserving transmission of the safety messages,

but also the efficiency and reliability of the transmission in the VANETs. The spe-

cific contributions of the work, corresponding to chapter 3, are summarized. Firstly,

we analyze the dilemma that has occurred between the MAC layer operation and

121
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the pseudonym schemes in the existing work, which designed the protocols to en-

sure the transmission QoS requirements, and the location privacy requirement sep-

arately. Based on the analysis of the probabilities to utilize the MAC layer context

information under both the CSMA and TDMA protocols to link the new and old

pseudonyms of the nodes by the adversary, we identify the new MAC layer context

linking attack, and point that that the MAC layer protocol and the pseudonym

scheme should be designed in a consistent approach. Then, we propose the MAC

layer attack resistant pseudonym scheme, MARP scheme. In the MARP scheme, the

nodes reserve the dedicated time slots to transmit the safety messages, and based

on the CSMA to exchange the security related messages, so that the transmissions

of different types of messages have little interference with each other. Based on

the current pseudonym age, the nodes make the cooperation decision to change the

pseudonyms and transmission slots simultaneously with their neighbors. By this

way, the MARP scheme ensures the reliable and privacy preserving transmission for

the VANETs. Finally, the thesis proposes an analytical model to evaluate the pri-

vacy performance of the nodes, in terms of the pseudonym age and the cooperation

probability of the vehicles, and the time-to-confusion of the adversary, with taking

the PDR and transmission latency of the messages into consideration. The simula-

tion results corroborate the accuracy of the analytical model, and the superiority of

the MARP scheme.

2. A MAC Layer Aware Pseudonym Scheme in the Software Defined Internet of Vehi-

cles

In this paper, we have presented a SDN based three-layer system architecture for

the IoV. In SDIV, the RSUs are connected together according to the flow tables to

manage the vehicles by the controller in the central cloud layer. Facilitated by the

architecture, a MAC layer aware pseudonym scheme is proposed to allocate both
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the channel resources and pseudonyms for the vehicles. The RSU clouds coordinates

vehicles to adaptively change pseudonyms by determining whether the vehicles can

achieve location privacy gains through changing pseudonyms, and access the wireless

channels in a contention-free manner. Security analysis and extensive simulations

are conducted to show that the scheme can significantly outperform the compared

schemes in terms of the location privacy preservation, and the transmission efficiency

and reliability for the IoV.

3. Uncoordinated Pseudonym Changes for Privacy Preserving in Distributed Networks

Pseudonyms have been adopted to preserve identity privacy of nodes in distributed

networks. Frequent and unlinkable changes of pseudonyms need to be enabled by

having at least k nodes change together to confuse potential eavesdroppers. Existing

approaches either depend on the coordination from central controllers, or involve

interactive signaling between the nodes. This can potentially compromise the iden-

tity privacy of the nodes. This thesis proposes a fully uncoordinated approach to

change pseudonyms in distributed networks, where each node uses a pseudonym

until its expiration and then changes after a random delay. The approach can not

only guarantees the privacy preserving of the nodes but also brings little degrada-

tion on the throughput of the network. A typical application scenario is to prevent

adversaries from tracking vehicles and personnel in the IoV. Continuously growing

data exchange between vehicles/personnel and the Internet has been increasingly

facilitating eavesdropping and linking attacks on the vehicles/personnel. We de-

velop a new model to analyze the time-varying population of changing pseudonyms.

Critical conditions are analytically established, under which individual nodes can in-

dependently change their pseudonyms while their identity privacy is preserved. The

conditions are validated by illustrative examples. Corroborated by simulations, the

accuracy of the analytical model improves, as the number of nodes increases. The
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analysis confirms that, the k-anonymity can be achieved at a negligible throughput

loss in the case of large networks.

6.2 Future Research Directions

Limited by the research time, the author’s research ability and the thesis’ word limits, we

only present the most important parts of our research work. There are still some related

problems need to be solved. Considering to improve the research work presented in the

thesis, the author’s future research efforts will be put on the following aspects.

1. Performance Evaluation of the Pseudonym Schemes under Different Attack Models

in the VANETs

The quality of privacy of the nodes is highly dependent on the capability of the

adversaries in the VANETs. Adversaries can launch different types of attacks, such

as statistical attacks [135], intersection attacks [136], driving path prediction attacks

of the vehicles, etc., to achieve the continuous tracking of the nodes in the VANETs.

In the thesis, Chapters 3 and 4 have focused on the design of the pseudonym schemes

by mainly considering the MAC layer context linking attack proposed in the thesis.

We assume that as long as the privacy level of each vehicle node is above 0, it

can temporarily confuse the adversary. The proposed pseudonym schemes ignore

the impact of other types of attacks when evaluating the privacy level that can

be achieved by the vehicles. In the future, the author will consider the impact of

different types of attacks, and the capabilities of the adversaries to compromise the

location privacy of the nodes, to design the more robust and scalable pseudonym

schemes in the VANETs.

2. The Design and Optimization of the Pseudonym Management System in the SDIV.
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In Chapter 4, we propose the SDN based IoV architecture (SDIV), under which the

MAP scheme is proposed to exploit the local RSU cloud to coordinate the channel

accessing and pseudonym changing of the vehicles, however, the allocation of the

pseudonym resources between different RSUs is not considered. In the future,we

consider to improve the pseudonym management efficiency. The central cloud will

promptly schedule the pseudonyms in the distributed pseudonym pools under dif-

ferent RSUs in the local cloud with diverse traffic densities and privacy preferences.

Thus, the pseudonym utilization can be further improved, and the location privacy

of the vehicles can also be enhanced by ensuring them the plenty of pseudonyms.

3. The Integration of the Distributed Pseudonym Change Approach for Practical Ap-

plications

In Chapter 5, we propose the uncoordinated pseudonym change approach for the ho-

mogeneous distributed networks, where all the nodes are supposed to have the same

privacy requirements and transmission patterns. In the future, we will extend the

proposed uncoordinated pseudonym change approach and the analytical model to

heterogeneous networks where the nodes have different privacy requirements, trans-

mission patterns and connectivity typologies. We will also investigate the feasibility

of integrating the proposed distributed pseudonym change strategies for practical

applications and carry out more simulation by using the network simulators, such

as the NS2/3, OPNET, etc.
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Appendix A

Pseudocode for the Algorithm

A.1 Algorithms Proposed in the MARP Scheme

127
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Algorithm 1 Time Slot Reservation

1: for each vehicle Vi:

2: during each slot tsk in the DT:

3: sets sk as “00”

4: if received exactly one message then

5: sets sk as “01”

6: else if received from a one-hop neighbour saying sk is “01” then

7: sets sk as “10”

8: else if received more than one message from different vehicles or a collision then

9: sets sk as “11”

10: end if

11: updates the FI and randomly selects a new transmission slot tsi with status “00”

during the next frame

12: broadcasts the BSM in tsi

13: waits for Nts − 1 slots following tsi

14: if all the neighbours update si as “01” then

15: considers the reservation is successful

16: else

17: repeats the above process until it reserves a transmission slot successfully

18: end if

Algorithm 2 Time Slot Shuffle

1: for each vehicle Vi:

2: updates the slot status list after each time slot,

3: if (the si is updated by all the neighbours as ”01”) & (does not need to construct a

mix-zone) then

4: broadcasts the BSMs periodically in the current time slot

5: else

6: releases the current slot and does Algorithm 1 until it reserves a new transmission

slot in the DT

7: end if
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Algorithm 3 Mix-zone Construction

1: for each vehicle Vi:

2: updates the age of the current pseudonym

3: if the pseudonym age ≥ τ then

4: transmits the BSM with null safety information and the ChangeReq indicator

5: if |Cvi| ≥ 1 then

6: randomly chooses a silent period within [tsmin, tsmax]

7: releases the current transmission slot

8: remains silent until the silent period expires

9: uses a new pseudonym to implement Algorithm 1 until it reserves a new time slot

10: end if

11: end if
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A.2 Algorithms Proposed in the MAP Scheme

Algorithm 4 The Channel Coordination Procedure

for each RSU:

update the slot status and the No. of the SCH

when switching to the CCH:

in tsj:

if (Nγ(Ui) ≥ ASth && Gi ≥ Gth) || (Ui(t) == 0),∀i ∈ ν(j)

then MCi = 1

RSUj → vi,∀i ∈ ν(j) :

coord msg = (Certj||SI||MC||GIDj||Tm||payload||Sig(CM))

end if

in other time slots, ∀tsi ∈ Nts, tsi 6= tsj:

SIi = “00′′

if receives from one vehicle correctly

then SIi = “01′′

if pre-warning a collision

then SIi = “10′′

end if

end if

else if detects a transmission collision

then SIi = “11′′

end if

when switching to the specific SCH:

broadcasts CRL, provides services for the surrouding vehicles
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Algorithm 5 The Channel Accessing Procedure

for each vi:

when switching to the CCH:

if MCi == 1

then goes to Algorithm 8

else then

receives and verifies the coord msg from RSUj

end if

if it has occupied a time slot tsi

if SIi == “01” then

broadcasts the safety message in tsi

else if SIi == “10” then

broadcasts the safety message in tsi

if there exists available time slot then

randomly selects a new available slot to reserve,

when reserves the new slot successfully, releases tsi

end if

else if SIi == “11” then

releases tsi immediately

end if

else if it has not reserved a time slotthen

selects an available time slot, and transmits the sasfety message in the slot

end if

when switching to the specific service channel:

exchanges the security related messages with the RSUj
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Algorithm 6 The Pseudonym Request Procedure

for each vi:

if needs to request new pseudonyms

then vi → RSUm:

req = RSUj||ESKik(PseudoReq||PKi||Certi||Certik
||timestamp)

if RSUm is not the registration RSU of Vi

then receives the data record of vi from RSUj

record = {PKi||PIDi, SKPIDi , CertPIDi||Certi}
end if

if vi’s identity is verified

then RSUm → Vi:

rep = EPKPIDik({PIDik, SKPIDik , CertPIDik}wk=1)

end if

if vi receives, and verifies rep

then Vi → RSUm:

ack = RSUm||EPKm(CertPIDik ||timestamp)
end if

RSUm updates the data record of vi, and transmits to RSUj

Algorithm 7 The Pseudonym Change Coordination Algorithm

for each RSUj:

calculates the current Ui(t) for each vi, i ∈ nu(j)

does the descending sort for Ui(t),∀vi ∈ nu(j)

while not reaching the least Ui(t)

if Nγ(Ui(t)) ≥ ASith && Gi ≥ Gth,∃Vk ∈ γ(Ui(t))

determines that all the vehicles in γ(Ui(t)) to change pseudonyms simultaneously

return

else i++

goes to the Algorithm 8
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Algorithm 8 The Pseudonym Change Procedure

for each vi:

vi → RSUj

join ack = RSUj||EGID(CertPIDik ||PIDik

||payload||timestamp)
RSUj → vi:

res = EPKik(GID||SKGji||timestamp||CertGji||Certj)
RSUj → vi:

slot alloc = EPKGIDi (ts
′
i||Certj||timestamp)

receives new slot allocation information, vi → RSUj:

success = RSUj||EPKj(ack||SafetyData
||timestamp||CertGji)

else if Ui(t) == 0

then vi releases tsi, selects a silent period from [tsmin, tsmax] to keep silent

after the silent period expires

end if

Vi: PIDi,k → PIDi,k+1, k = 1, 2, . . . , w, goes back to Algorithm 5
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Appendix B

List of Acronyms

BSM Basic Safety Message

CA Certificate Authority

CCH Control Channel

CCHI Control Channel Interval

CDF Cumulative Distribution Function

CGA Cryptographically Generated Address

CSMA Carrier Sense Multiple Access

CRL Certificate Revocation List

CITS Collaborative Intelligent Transportation System

DIFS Distributed Inter-frame Spacing

DSRC Dedicated Short Range Communication

ECDSA Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm

ELP Electronic License Plate

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute

FCC Federal Communication Commission

FDMA Frequency Division Multiple Access
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GPA Global Passive Adversary

GPS Global Positioning System

HSM Hardware Security Module

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers

IoT Internet of Things

IoV Internet of Vehicles

MAC Medium Access Control

MANET Mobile AdHoc Networks

OBU On-Board Unit

OFS OpenFlow Switch

PCA Pseudonym Certificate Authority

PDE Partial Differential Equations

PDF Probability Density Function

PKI Public Key Infrastructure

SCH Service Channel

SCHI Service Channel Interval

SDMA Space Division Multiple Access

SDN Software Defined Network

SI Synchronized Interval

RSU Roadside Unit

TA Trusted Authorities

TPD Tamper Proof Device

TTP Third Trusted Parties

TDMA Time Division Multiple Access

VANET Vehicular Ad Hoc Network

WAVE Wireless Access in the Vehicular Environment
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WSN Wireless Sensor Network
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